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changE thIS 
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DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?

a ‘check MeteR’
With the ‘buTlEr’ e-messenger

Your monthly electricity bill is higher 
than your monthly bond repayments

You always dispute the accuracy of 
your water and electricity bill 

Your feet hurt from the long queues at municipal 
offices that waste a lot of your valuable time

The utilities’ tariff structures are 

difficult to understand 

We have a solution

4

4

4

4

TakE cOnTrOl Of YOur munIcIpal anD EnErgY bIllS TODaY.



SabS TESTED

www.palacegroup.co.za 

the check Meter will assist you in checking your bill electronically 
and in real time for electricity and/or water.

Butler e-Messenger will assist you in paying your municipal bills 
and therefore do the checking of your municipal bills, tariff structure, 
queuing and paying on your behalf - saving you time and hassles.

You are entitled only to pay 
for your actual consumption!

Place your order today! Only R2 800 including installation for a single phase meter
or R4 800 for a three-phase meter and/or R480/month e-Messenger (optional)

Email: sales@palacegroup.co.za

TakE cOnTrOl Of YOur munIcIpal anD EnErgY bIllS TODaY.
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Green currenT
20   I   the business of plastic Recycling
64   I   dressed for the long haul

Green rePorT
32   I    are green homes bankable?
37   I    Sea life
52   I    off-grid Solar in africa

Green TrenDs  this is one  
can of worms you do want to open

Sharma, entrant, so kindly wrote back  
to us after being notified of the list  
of winners: 

thE wInnERS aRE:

we have awarded the following amazing agE readers with our partner 

Home enerGy sAVinG AnD mAnAGemenT ProDucTs!

loAD sWiTcHes 
nawEERa amod 

URSUla StRaUSS
tIdI madIbo

angEla gRaIg
davIS RaSIda

padmInI bhIkha 
waynE haw 

joShna govInd (mS)
lynn botha

cHeck meTers 
& 12 monTH e-buTler 
messenGer serVice 

nIcolE gUERa
waynE madIbo

johan Schalkwyk
lInEttE dEbRUIn

bhUpI patEl

smArT solAr WATer 
HeATinG sysTem

jUStIn bolton
RodnEy baIlEy

all prizes include installation. 
ToTAl Prize PAckAGe  
exceeDs r100, 000.

“we thank all who participated in our first  
main promotion with our partners.  
companies can partner with agE in various  
ways in our quest to educate, inform and 
promote the green agenda for consumers 
– additionally, brands extend their reach 
and acquire new customers through this 
partnership network,” - Editorial director, 
zanele mlambo.

buy/read our magazine, become a 
registered member of our growing agE 
family (www.africangreenelements.com) 
or sign up as a paRtnER. Reach more 
of the consumers that use/need your 
products/services through our exclusive 
promotions, and networks. agE is 
relevant. green is a culture, a lifestyle. 

I can’t bElIEvE I havE 
won… yoU jUSt madE my 
wEEk… thank yoU agaIn.

“
”

I waS an EntRant In thE compEtItIon.  

thank yoU foR lEttIng US know who 

thE wInnERS aRE. companIES pUt oUt 

compEtItIonS and thEy nEvER EvER lEt 

thE EntRantS know who thE wInnERS 

aRE So pEoplE don’t know whEthER 

thE compEtItIonS wERE gEnUInE oR 

not. thank yoU agaIn.

“

”

THe Green eDiT
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The Digital Age 
Personal Assistant/
office manager

The world is changing; what worked 10 years ago may 
not necessarily work today. Are your PAs ready to adapt 
and take charge of shaping your company’s image? Join 
our experts in our flagship workshops to tackle “The role of 
the PA/Office Manager in image building”.

WHo Will beneFiT? 

•	 Receptionists 

•	 personal assistants 

•	 office administrators 

•	 Small and medium sized business owners 

WHAT? 

•	 a programme to encourage the use of 
basic strategic communications and brand 
management tools in corporate image 
management for receptionists and personal 
assistants

•	 material that equips participants to gain an 
understanding of shaping and enhancing 
corporate or business image 

•	 material to introduce participants to the role of 
receptionists and pas in business and corporate 
image management 

•	 an explanation and demonstration of how to 
build and maintain a desired image 

•	 continued e-support beyond the workshop 

•	 Empowering participants to multi-task 

HoW? 

•	 a Rev 02 pa/office manager guide is 
provided 

•	 Self-assessment and reporting tools 

•	 Interactive demonstrations 

•	 workshops are currently run on-site 
with partners (e.g. colleges, companies) 
and at our designated training venue in 
johannesburg

DurATion: 

this programme runs for two full days.

workshops managed by agE Editorial director, m Zanele mlambo and delivered by a select team of experts handpicked, depending on 
host city/region. for a group booking, a minimum of 12 participants is required to schedule a workshop.

Book our qualified and experienced team at editor@africangreenelements.com. 

Green WorksHoP



Physical Address: Unit 3, Stand 87 Capital Hill
Corner K101 and Le Roux Avenue, Midrand, 1682

Postal Address: Postnet Suite 405, Private Bag x 9924 
Sandton, 2149, Republic of South Africa

Website: www.africangreenelements.com
Email:  info@africangreenelements.com
Telephone:  +27 11 205 0562 

ADVerTisinG sAles & eVenTs mArkeTinG:
advertising team
sales@africangreenelements.com

business AccounTs:
clarah Ramoetlo 
accounts@africangreenelements.com

eDiToriAl & business DirecTor:
mayenziwe Zanele mlambo
editor@africangreenelements.com

coPy eDiTor:
Raynique ducie
perfectword@trinitas.co.za

FeATure WriTers:
dr frances wright
vanessa clark
Raynique ducie
miriam mannak

mArkeTinG AnD eDiToriAl AssisTAnT:
nandi Zulu
info@africangreenelements.com
tel: (+27) 11 205 0562

louis du pisani
louis@kreatifkouki.com

creATiVe DirecTor:

subscriPTions / AGe Green ProDucTs 
Queries AnD suPPorT:

customerservice@africangreenelements.com



Promotion
DownloaD  
the AGe CArbon CAlCulAtor,  

share  
your totAl CArbon Footprint  
with the AGe teAm & stAnd 
A ChAnCe to win A Full yeAr 
AGe mAGAzine subsCription, 
plus An AdditionAl Full yeAr 
subsCription For A Friend, 
with the Custom AGe muG  
set. do not miss An issue. GiFt 
someone & Get the best  
From the Continent At your 
door/on emAil/on your phone.

va l I d  U n t I l  3 1  a U g U S t  2 0 1 6

Choice of product depends on stock availability. Terms and conditions apply. Not  
open to employees of AGE partner companies, their immediate families or AGE’s staff.*

DownloaD the aPP from the 

anDroID Store or get more Info :  
www.africangreenelements.com

This offer is valid to readers who quote 
AGE05 with their carbon footprint total via:  

info@africangreenelements.com 
5 winners will be chosen for this promotion



environmental management
Air Quality management climate change strategies

stack emissions monitoring

GonDWAnA enVironmenTAl soluTions

offers training to both private clients and the general public. 

Green WorksHoP



DurATion: 

on average, the courses run for 
a period of three full days and 
feature interactive discussions 
and case studies. 

TrAininG Venue: 

our fully equipped training 
venue is available. It includes 
pcs for each delegate. 

on-siTe TrAininG: 

available upon request for a 
minimum of 12 delegates.

Dr mArTin VAn nieroP 
(phd, Eng)

dr martin van nierop has a 
doctrate in chemical Engineering 
from the University of 
witwatersrand, johannesburg.

ProF sTuArT PickeT 
(phd, wits)

prof picket has more than 20 
years of experience in the field of 
air Quality and climate change 
Research.

our QuAliFieD, exPerT 
ProFessionAls:

conVerse, leArn & APPly

for more information or to book our 
experienced trainers, please speak to us at 

info@africangreenelements.com.
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WorTH knoWinG

Green eDiT

oUR
InsPIRAtIon to DAte
professor wangari maathai (1940 -  
2011) was both a pioneering leader and 
a visionary that ignited much strength  
and self-belief, while drawing much ad- 
miration and respect from kenyans. her 
lasting legacy and influence is palpable  
to this day. professor wangari, with  
several qualifications and awards under 
her belt, won the nobel peace prize in 
2004 for her trailblazing ‘contribution  
to sustainable development, democracy 
and peace.’ 

her work uplifted kenyan communi-
ties in several ways. during my recent 
visit to nairobi, and in conversations 
with journalists and businesses alike, 
the common theme was how much her 
work resulted in concerted efforts being 
made by kenya’s government to support 
environmental conservation activities -  
and one of these is a project that I  
discovered professor maathai started in 
1977! this was back in the times of indif- 
ference from western civilised nations 
and, I dare say, conglomerates, in so far 
as preserving our natural resources and 
reducing the impact of globalisation  
and economic activities - which slowly 
led us to this point of “climate change.” 

before we all used it as widely as we  
do today, the word “green” (for every- 
thing from “greening our communities,  
countries, cities,” to “green villages” etc.),  
professor wangari introduced this simple 
yet brilliant idea of community-based tree 
planting. this led to the establishment of 
a broad-based grassroots organisation, 
the green belt movement (gbm), with the 
main focus of reducing poverty, as well 
as environmental conservation through 
tree planting. 

there are few stories in our african 
history that have left me so inspired and 
humbled at the efforts that may seem 

mayenziwe zanele mlambo
Editorial director

Maya
a bloomberg report left me stunned. as per 
the report, chile has so much solar energy 
that it is giving this away for free. the report 
stated that chile’s solar capacity from the 
central grid had increased since 2013 to 
770 megawatts. a further 1.4 gigawatts is 
expected to be added in 2016. 

so simple, but executed by a formidable 
and bold lady such as the professor was; 
they turn into something bigger than the 
idea itself. of course there are several 
other africans who have perhaps not re- 
ceived much publicity for similar efforts 
in other countries. her story though is 
as special as it is motivational. 

as we look beyond what we are left 
to do to advance the green issues from 
grassroots level right up to the top 
spheres of local governments, metros, 
municipalities or counties (as is the case 
with kenya), at agE we aspire to play 
even a small role in providing space in 
this publication for such stories – sharing 
activities that are borne not from a desire 
to accrue profits but to make this a better 
world and improve african lives. 

kenya is our country focus, with great 
developments in the green space, a small 
fraction covered in this edition. this focus 
and other features are developed to ignite 
the fire in you and make you feel that it  
is all possible. consider how the revered 
muhammad ali felt when he proclaimed 
himself “goat” and, in turn, became  
the greatest of all time (though he was  
humble enough years after he retired to  
say he didn’t believe it). truth is, he was  
and is goat. our cover, prof wangari, is  
the biggest inspiration in so far as green 
issues are concerned thus far for us. hers 
was not a fight inside the boxing ring, but 
a fight she fought for what she believed in. 

Enjoy the insPirATion eDiTion.

tell me what is working for you and what is not. we enjoy reading your feedback, and we would like to offer quality content that is fresh 

and easy to understand. Email: editor@africangreenelements.com or get in touch with the team: info@africangreenelements.com.

biggest

at agE wE aSpIRE to play EvEn 
a Small RolE In pRovIdIng 
SpacE In thIS pUblIcatIon  
foR SUch StoRIES – ShaRIng 
actIv ItIES that aRE boRnE  
not fRom a dESIRE to accRUE 
pRofItS, bUt to makE thIS a 
bEttER woRld and ImpRovE 
afRIcan lIvES.



mountain Forest Hotel - the mountain 
forest hotel in guizhou, china’s wanfeng 
valley, is “a carbon-sucking, sky-high 
marvel” that has been designed by architect 
firm, Stefano boeri architetti, china. this 
unique and mind blowing hotel is said to be 
so green that it is expected to improve the 
air that surrounds it. the mountain forest 
hotel, which includes services such as a 
gym, lounge, vIp area, bar, restaurant and 
conference room, is due to open its doors 
mid-2017. Stefano boeri said in an interview 
that buildings have to take care of nature. 
the 31 200 square-meter development’s 
design is aimed at restoring the landscape, 
through the reconstruction of a former 
existing hill, flattened many years in the past. 

“Sustainability not only depends on energy 
conservation, but on a wider biodiversity. the 
symbiosis between man, architecture and 
nature is the real sustainability,” states the 
architect firm in a statement released to us.
source: stefano boeri Architetti china press 
statement supplied to AGe

Xinyi, Guizhou,  CHINA:

Los AnGeLes, USA: 

bmW to supply electric cars to 
lAPD - bmw, the german automaker, was 
awarded a contract by the los angeles police 
department to supply it with 100 electric cars. 
the automaker beat california based tesla 
motors Inc. bmw is leasing 100 of its i3 all-
electric plug-in vehicles to the la police 
department for community outreach, as 
well as other police business. according to a 
report from the la times, one of the factors 
considered was the affordability of the  
bmw. the mayor of los angeles, Eric garcetti, 
praised the development. he is quoted as 
saying that the adoption of electric cars will 
save money and resources. “we should be 
thinking green in everything we do,” he added. 
source: www.latimes.com 

DubAi,  UAE:

Dubai reveals plans for a massive 
concentrated solar power plant - the 
dubai Electricity and water authority (dEwa) 
has revealed plans to build a massive solar 
power concentrated array that will generate 
1 000 megawatts (mw). the first stage of the 
concentrated solar power (cSp) plant aims to 
produce 200 mw in april 2021, said the dubai 
water and Electricity authority. certainly 
an ambitious project by any standards, this 
project forms part of the dubai clean Energy 
Strategy 2050. the aim is provision of seven 
percent of dubai’s total power output from 
clean energy sources by the year 2020, 25 
percent by 2030 and 75 percent by 2050. this 
according to Saeed mohammed al tayer, 
dEwa cEo and managing director, in a press 
statement announced on their official twitter 
account. source: DeWA press statement 

PortL AnD,  US:

ban on textbooks doubting climate 
change - Several news reports from the US 
reported that the portland public Schools 
board voted to ban any materials that cast 
doubt on climate change. the resolution was 
passed on 17 may 2016. the school district is 
required to remove any textbooks and other 
materials that suggest climate change is 
not occurring, or that say human beings are 
not responsible for it. bill bigelow, a former 
portland public school teacher who worked 
to present the resolution, is quoted by the 
portland tribune as saying: “we don’t want  
kids in portland learning material courtesy of 
the fossil fuel industry.” source: miscellaneous 

GlobalGReen
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Green AFricA

KenyA :
monkey goes rogue and causes 
countrywide blackout – the country  
was left in the dark for what is reported to  
have been 15 minutes due to a monkey that  
got into a power station and triggered a  
blackout. a report from one daily in kenya  
stated that at least 4.7 million households 
and businesses alike were affected by the 
blackout. kenya Electricity generating com- 
pany (kengen) confirmed this, and reported  
that the monkey fell onto a transformer  
at the gitaru hydro power Station – the 
largest generator in kenya - tripping the  
transformer and affecting the other gene- 
rators. however, the good news is that,  
within three hours, all customers had  
their lights back on. as for the monkey  
that went rogue and claimed its name  
in kenyan history, well, it survived the  
incident. source: kenGen  

tAnz AniA :
Government halts energy plant 
project - Some 1 500 plus people were 
breathing a sigh of relief when the tanzanian 
government put a stop to an energy plant, 
thus preventing the eviction of the villagers. 
this bioelectricity plant was designated to 
be built in Saadani national park, which is  
in the northern part of the country. through 
its construction some wildlife (including 
elephants and hippos that roam that 
sanctuary) would have been negatively 
affected. the plant, says the report from 
thomson Reuters foundation, would have 
produced ethanol from locally grown sugar 
and the expectations were that it would have 
generated enough power for at least 100 000 
rural households. source: reuters report 

botswAnA :
ecotourism boom – botswana is seeing 
a boom in eco-tourism. wildlife and eco-
tourism is reported to contribute between four 
and five percent towards the country’s gdp. 
the okavango delta, one of the biggest inland 
deltas in the world, is undergoing a revamp 
to feature solar-powered water mechanisms 
and water conservation initiatives, states 
a local news report. then there is chobe 
game lodge, a luxurious facility with a small 
carbon footprint. this lodge uses solar-
powered boats and electrical vehicles for 
game viewing. another lodge depends on 70 
percent solar power and plans are afoot to 
do more in the ecotourism sector to reduce 
carbon emissions. source: miscellaneous 

lobal GReen fricaA



Join our Web community

As a registered user 

•	 free access to full digital magazine for all issues 

•	 discount on prices for featured green Shop products 

•	 Invitations to agE events

•	 giveaways and prizes 

As a Partner (company or brand)

•	 free access to full digital magazine for all issues 

•	 complimentary agE magazine subscription for print edition valid for a full year from 
date of sign up 

•	 discount on prices for featured green Shop products 

•	 discount for partner products featured 

•	 advertise your brand/company on the website and on email marketing campaigns 

•	 Sell your products/services to the agE website audience 

•	 Invitations to agE events 

siGn uP ToDAy:

01

02

like us & comment 

follow us on 

Share your pins 

Send an e-mail: info@africangreenelements.com

visit our website: www.africangreenelements.com 
terms and conditions apply and are obtainable from our sales offices: 
sales@africangreenelements.com. 



 Join our 
Active social networks

 /AfricanGreenmag2 

/@AfricanGreenmag 

/AfricanGreenmag 

like us & comment 

follow us on 

Share your pins 

Website: www.africangreenelements.com 
terms and conditions apply and are obtainable from our sales offices: 
sales@africangreenelements.com. 



RATE CARD
FREquEnCy: Quarterly (4 issues per annum). 

CiRCulATion: 5000+ copies per issue.

ABC: AGE is ABC reg and audited.  

TypE: An issues & lifestyle driven content magazine, on the state of the green 
agenda in Africa.

FoCus: PEOPLE, PLACES, PRODUCTS AND BRANDS iN ThE GREEN SPACE. 

TARgET mARkET: For the aspirational as well as affluent travelers and all  
consumers of goods, products and services on the Africa continent.

DisTRiBuTion:  

pRinT editions are available for retail in selected areas in RSA and select African 
territories. Limited free copies, placed at strategic locations: premier airport 
lounges, five star hotels and some cafés in suburban areas. 

DigiTAl edition available to subscribers of the magazine from across the 
continent online and on Magzter platform. 

WHy ADVERTisE 
WiTH AFRiCAn 
gREEn ElEmEnTs?

ouR Bonus 
oFFER=

n     Distributed to captive consumer market – no clutter
n     Reach an established market of travelers (leisure & business)  
 & shoppers 

n     increase awareness of your brand/company’s products/ideas

n     Position your brand/product/ideas as responsible to the earth,  
 green, kind to the environment & sustainable

n     Reach new markets

n     As an advertiser to AGE magazine, you get complimentary  
 notifications on new products being listed in the Directory,  
 access to the AGE Directory and access to legislative news on  
 topics covered in the magazine
n     You get limited discounts for training/workshops run by AGE’s  
 partners for your staff
n      You get a limited discount on some of the partners’ green products 

featured in our magazine/website (terms and conditions apply)
= Our bonus offer may be withdrawn by the Publisher without prior notice. All advertising rates are 
subject to terms and conditions as may be obtained from the Publisher and its website. Send an 
email to: customerservice@africangreenelements.com for a specific quote tailored to your needs.
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spECiAls

African Green Elements is promoting, advancing a green culture – 
not a trend but a way of life, to improve our quality of life as Africans.

“We have a challenge to appeal to African aspirational and affluent readers, 
and I trust our content will continue to appeal to our readers, entice even 

more green brands and products, and that we will forge partnerships that are 
sustainable with like-minded brands and African cities that we feature  

so prominently in our magazine,” Editor.

Rwandan Capital Kigali

ISSUE 04 2016

R80.00 (INCL. VAT) Last Chance to Win 
Smart Energy and Cost Saving Products

WIN

GREEN CITY LIFE ISSUE

EATING YOUR WAY TO A 
HEALTHIER PLANET (& BODY)03

MEN’S GREEN 
GROOMING PRODUCTS04

THE GREEN PEOPLE TO 
KNOW RIGHT NOW05

02

A Green Marvel & named the 
most beautiful city in Africa

CITY FOCUS: CAPE TOWN01
Solar energy  l  Places  l Transport

•	 Clean streets  
•	 Budding green 

businesses 
•	 Growing economy
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Eco-conscious citizens      
  in our urban cities

Architects and engineers on electronic bikes in the 
cosmopolitan suburbs of Rosebank/Sandton

Greenest Hotels in Africa
Some of the

COUNTRY FOCUS: GHANA
The Gold Coast’s Green Economy

AFRICAN
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REEN
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EN
TS  -  ISSU

E 03 2015/16
ALTERN

ATIVE SO
U

RCES
w

w
w

.africangreenelem
ents.com

ISSUE 03 2015/16

the HOLIDAY issue

R31.90 (INCL. VAT)

gReAt pRizeS

•	 solar water system  
•	 Cooking products 
•	 More giveaways

enteR the 
SchoolS 
competition

Take conTrol of your municipal 
and energy bills Today

The check meter will assist you in checking your bill 
electronically and in real time for electricity and/water.

butler e-messenger will assist you in paying your municipal 
bills and therefore do the checking of your municipal bills, 
tariff structure, queuing, paying on your behalf - saving you 
time and hassles.

You are entitled only to pay for 
your actual consumption

Place your order today! 
Only R2, 500 including installation for a single phase meter

or R4, 500 for a three-phase meter
and/or R450 month e-Messenger (optional)

email: sales@palacegroup.co.za

WIN

sabs TesTed

www.palacegroup.co.za 

“Tagliata Fiorentina”

The Eco-salon in Africa

Scrumptious Organic Recipe
      Fab Company

Next move, Dubai…
Redeem your discount for any treatment at Midori 

GREEN 
LODGES 

IN AFRICA

    You know them but 
did you know they are 

eco-friendly?

COUNTRY FOCUS
BOTSWANA

that helps you to pay your fair share of what you 
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By Zanele MlaMBo

Lest you
forget,plasticrecyclingis

businessREALbusinessREAL

Lest you
forget,plasticrecyclingis
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the figures of the amount of carbon 
emissions that are produced from 
plastic waste is staggering. I was 
shocked and disappointed when I  
read through Raynique ducie’s report  
“greening the big blue” in this edition 
(page 37). one sentence stood out for 
me: “Ridding the ocean of plastic  
will go a long way to save our seas.” 
that is what it has come down to; 
we must proactively act on this issue 
to preserve our sea life as well. In 
essence, what we all know is true, 
plastic waste is both an environmental 
and health hazard, and I even dare  
say, it is nuisance to say the least. yet, 
some argue that we cannot totally 
eliminate plastics and thus, we must  
focus our efforts as society on how  
best to reduce the waste. one way 
proposed that I do agree with, is  
recycling. In particular focus, plastic  
bottles are most often used in our  
daily lives and account for much of the  
waste we see. 

lagos, nigeria, with a population  
of twenty-one million people, as per 
the national population commission 
of nigeria, only collects a total  
of less than fifty percent of its waste. 
the coca cola company reports that 

across nigeria’s cities and villages, 
solid waste (including pEt bottles and 
other non-biodegradable materials of  
course) ends up at dumpsites and 
landfills, often clogging drains and  
waterways, contributing to health and  
environmental issues. In response to 
this massive health and environmental 

challenge, the company collaborated 
with alkem nigeria limited, a synthetic 
fiber manufacturer, and initiated a  
buyback and recycling scheme for  
used pEt bottles, no matter what the 
brand is. the two jointly launched 
nigeria’s first bottles-to-fiber recycling  
operation. the situation is dire, as 
reported in the world bank report that  
painted a dismal picture of the state of  
affairs in the country, especially its city  
lagos, with such a massive population. 

as per the world bank’s report, 
“lagos is choking from its own  
escalating pollution, poisonous air that 
drags its citizens and commerce down, 
while healthcare costs balloon.” this  
report does not at all suggest that all  
is lost, but brings to the fore the dire  
situation - and that is what is encour- 
aging the communities, government 
and businesses such as the coca  
cola company, to act - by embracing 
recycling of waste, in particular for our  
feature, plastic bottles. as a business, 
your human resources live, work and  
play within these heavily polluted cities.  
It is thus incumbent upon the business  
sector to improve the quality of lives  
of its employees and that of the consu- 
mers that keep these businesses afloat. 

one man’S traSh, IS Someone elSe’S treaSure IS often the aDage uSeD, aPPlIcable  
to PlaSt Ic bottleS . It waS albert e InSteIn who IS quoteD aS havIng SaID; “we  
cannot Solve our ProblemS wIth the Same thInkIng we uSeD when we createD them.”  
how true of the major challengeS we are faceD wIth aS a SocIety In So far aS 
PlaStIc waSte IS concerneD. we createD theSe ProblemS we now comPlaIn about, 
even If moSt woulD argue It IS the conglomerateS wIth theIr thIrSt for ProfItS  
anD DISregarD for the envIronment that have brought uS to thIS PoInt. whatever 
your vIewS are, we muSt Solve thIS Problem. hence, we look at the buSIneSS of 
PlaStIc recyclIng anD focuS on an afrIcan economIc gIant, n IgerIa; how lagoS, 
the caPItal cIty, hoPeS to reDuce ItS waSte anD, by Default, ItS carbon emISSIonS, 
through recyclIng ItemS Such aS Pet water bottleS. we alSo look at the buSIneSS  
of mPact’S Pet water bottle recyclIng, wIth a PartIcular focuS on theIr rPet 
Plant In germISton, ekurhulenI ,  South afrIca . 

It’s a plastic resin and the most 
common type of polyester. two 
monomers - modified ethylene 
glycol and purified terephthalic  
acid - are combined to form  
the polymer called polyethylene 
terephthalate. pEt is used to 
make new bottles, but recycled 
pEt can also be made into: fiber 
for carpets; fabric for t-shirts or  
fleece jackets; fiberfill for sleeping  
bags, winter coats, and dog beds;  
industrial strapping; and auto- 
motive parts such as headliners,  
bumpers, and door panels. 

on pEt oR polyEthylEnE 
tEREphthalatE REcyclIng

background

Green currenT
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bilikiss Adebiyi-Abiola is a nigerian 
mba graduate who co-founded the  
recycling startup wecyclers. wecyclers 
wants people to care about trash. In  
making its business case, the company  
solves this urban waste challenge by  
offering convenient household 
recycling services in densely populated, 
low income neighborhoods. this 
pioneering social entrepreneur has 
won accolades for the innovative 
manner in which she and her partners  
have set to run a recycling business. 
for one, they use cargo bicycles for  
collection of the waste from 
households. In an interview with a  
nigerian magazine, bilikiss stated that  
the reason why they had chosen this 
form of transport was that the areas  
they operated within are densely 
operated and the roads tight. for me, 
what I like is the environmental  
factor too, as she also mentioned that  
with the use of bicycles, we have less  
carbon being emitted. 

wecyclers is not the only nigerian 
business that is taking advantage of 
the potential that pEt bottle recycling 
holds. as much as there are some 
businesses that are tapping into the 
pEt bottle recycling business, there is 
so much yet to be done. an Un report I 
read asserts that it is not uncommon 
in nigeria to dump unsorted waste in 
poorly managed landfills resulting in 
methane emissions. this population 
growth is expected to put further strain  
on the city’s municipal solid waste 
management infrastructure.  

another report suggests that this  
is a crisis as municipal government 
collects only 40 percent of city garbage.  
worst affected are the people who  
live in slum conditions that have no  
access to formal waste collection and 
are therefore prone to diseases and  
increased flooding. 

coca-cola funded the creation of the  
first two collection centers in lagos  
in october 2005, and continues to  
subsidise the cost collection (buyback) 
to help sustain the project, which  
has grown to include more than 22 
collection centers across 10 cities.  
the volume of recycled bottles has 

grown from 135 tons in 2005 to more 
than 6 200 tons in 2012, with a total 
of nearly 26 000 tons recycled since  
project inception.

there is an increasing business 
case, therefore, for recycling pEt 
water bottles - globally, not only on the  
african continent. consider the statis- 
tics obtained from one association’s 
report that puts the total amount of 
postconsumer pEt bottles collected 
for recycling in the United States in 
2014 at 1 812 million pounds in weight. 
In South africa, pEtco (the pEt 
plastic Recycling company) has spent 
the last decade or so working with 
the plastic industry and communities, 
among others, in order to create (as 
pEtco puts it), “a more sustainable 
pEt plastic recycling system.” Some 
of the results of these efforts include 
new products made from recycled 

plastic bottles, such as carpets in car 
boots and filling duvets and pillows, 
among others mentioned in the 
organisation’s report. this financial 
support, which is provided, is good for  
communities and the economy and, of 
course, is better than idle plastic waste  
that finds itself in landfills and results 
in that becoming waste that is  
un-reusable. Unrecycled plastics may 
also end up as litter. Some of this 
waste also finds itself in our oceans 
where turtles, whales, and other sea 
life become entangled or mistake  
the waste for food. It is a no brainer 
to many that recycling is important - 
but the kind of plastic you buy so you  
may recycle is also significant. 

to this end, we have witnessed the  
emergence of proper education and  
awareness on the use of pEt plastic 
bottles over the last few years, as  
well as community members who are  
working downstream to provide recy- 
clable plastic bottles collected from 
consumers to properly designated  
plants for recycling. 

mpact, a jSE listed firm and a leader  
in the manufacturing of paper and  
plastic packaging in Southern africa,  
is one prime example of how plastic 
bottle recycling is real business. mpact  

is a substitute for virgin  
raw material and is produced from  
used bottles previously considered  
waste material. twenty-nine thou- 
sand tons of used bottles will be 
diverted from landfill, resulting  
in an estimated saving of 186 000  
cubic metres of landfill space and  
a reduction in co2 emissions  
of approximately 53 000 tons per  
annum. the use of rpEt by our 
customers will help to reduce the  
carbon footprint of the food and  
beverage industry. along with 
reduced co2 emissions, the pro- 
duction of recycled pEt requires  
less energy than the process of  
creating virgin pEt. 

rpEt*

Wecyclers, as one of the most  
dynamic recycling companies in  
nigeria, understands the  
challenges facing lagos in so far  
as waste is concerned. Residents in  
lagos give wecyclers their bottles  
and cans, and receive cash or  
household items in return. this is  
in stark contrast to leaving tons of 
plastic on the streets, uncollected 
(that are also worth millions  
of dollars per annum by the way).
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We know that plastics are everywhere and your trash contains a lot of plastics. 
Recycling can keep these plastics out of landfills. You can tell which bottles are 
recyclable by looking for the recycling triangle symbol on a variety of products.

•  As a rule, all blue and clear bottles are suitable for PET recycling.  

•   There are often recycling collectors with their trolleys who will take recyclables  
from your municipal bin, but you can make this easier for them by leaving  
out your bag of plastic bottles; separate to your municipal waste collection. 

•   Locate your local buy-back centre and drop recyclables there. Some schools  
and churches in your area may also be collecting other recyclables including 
plastic bottles (over and above paper, board and Tetra Pak), as a means to  
raise funds. 

Courtesy of Mpact

[  TIPS ON HOW TO RECYCLE  ]
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mZ wandIlE ma SIna,  
deputy minister of the dtI, noted 
during the new plant opening that  
this plant had brought important 
benefits in terms of job creation. 
there are 85 direct employment 
opportunities at this plant, with an  
estimated 1 000 indirect jobs that 
will be available, because there 
will be a greater demand from 
collectors, small businesses and  
buy-back centres.

Green currenT
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CollECtINg WAStE MAkES 
BUSINESS SENSE 

figures supplied from pEtco indicate  
that 50 000 income opportunities have 
been created through the collection of 
pEt in South africa, to date. the recyc- 
ling industry has become a significant 
employer and its potential to deliver 
economic and social benefits continues 
to be powerfully demonstrated. 

mpact’s collectors are also seen as 
small businesses and the company is  
involved in providing training to these  
small businesses. training is focused  
around the different grades of material  
available in the market, how to collect 
it, and how to sort accordingly. this 
ensures that they collect material that  
is of the standard and quality required  
by mpact Recycling.

roberTVille recyclinG, a  
buy-back centre in Roodepoort, is a  
true success story. the centre was  
established by Queen phashe-
boikanyo some 13 years ago, with the  
help of mpact Recycling, which  
assisted with finding a location and 
providing training. today she has five 
full time employees and is supplied 
with recyclable material by local 
collectors who scour the surrounding 
industrial areas for waste paper, 
cardboard and plastic. today phashe-
boikanyo processes about 100 tons of 
waste paper and cardboard a month,  
selling it on to mpact Recycling. her  
successful recycling business has  
enabled her to put all four of her 
children through school and the oldest 
two through university. her eldest 
daughter is now a pharmacist and the 
other will soon graduate as a dentist.

mniniWo mPumlWAnA, who is a 
local collector in tulisa park, started 
collecting recyclables in 2011. he  
heard about mpact through other col- 
lectors and decided to start collecting 
paper, cardboard and plastic bottles 
because he was sitting at home doing 
nothing after he retired. he knows  
how to sort the different materials and 
to bring these to mpact Recycling. 

has a well-developed infrastructure 
for the collection of waste paper, for  
recycling in the form of mpact  
Recycling. In may 2016, the company  
officially opened its new recycling pEt  
plant in wadeville. 

commenting on the significance of 
having a fully-fledged rpEt recycling  
plant, president of coca-cola Southern  
africa, therese gearhart, indicated at  
the launch event that; “our partnership 
with government and mpact polymers  
is another example of our commitment 
to reduce the carbon footprint of our 
drink in consumers’ hands, and puts 
us one step closer towards our goal of  
zero-waste to landfill sites; sentiments 
that our partners echo with the opening  
of this plant.” the new bottle-to-bottle  
facility produces recycled polyeth- 
ylene terephthalate (rpEt), which is  
the recycled raw material used for the  
manufacturing of new pEt bottles from 
previously used pEt bottles. mpact  
has appropriately named this grade of  
pEt ‘Savuka pEt’, which means revival. 
while several projects in South africa  
are currently involved in recycling pEt,  
this one is the first one in the country 
to focus specifically on recycling pEt 
for inclusion in beverage packaging. 

It is the first in africa to meet the coca  
cola company’s full certification for  
pEt bottles to package the company’s  
soft drinks. as stated earlier, there is 
an increase in plastic bottle recycling 
globally, and one of the drivers of this 
exercise for South africa, pEtco, states 
that post-consumer pEt collection and 
recycling grew from 16 percent in 2004 
to 52 percent in 2015 (9 840 tons to  
74 360 tons respectively, the majority 
of which was processed into polyester 
staple fibre, or recycled into bottle- 
and food-grade recycled pEt resin, 
thereby fully closing the loop in bottle-
grade recycling). In 2015, the total 
South african market for pEt (virgin 
and recycled) was approximately  
210 000 tons, close to 70 percent of 
which was for use in the beverage 
industry. pEtco targets to collect and 
recycle a landmark 70 percent of pEt 
bottles by 2022. 
 

01   hon min of Environmental affairs Edna 
molewa delivering her speech at the 
mpact Recycling plant opening 

02  Queen phashe-boikanyo (far left)

01

02

“ our PartnerShIP wIth government anD 
mPact PolymerS PutS uS one SteP cloSer  
towarDS our goal of zero-waSte to lanDfIll  
S IteS;  Sent ImentS that our PartnerS echo 
wIth the oPenIng of thIS Plant.”
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by VAnessA clArk

this is one can  
of worms you do

want to open

the mount nelson’s gardens nurtured with vermicompost are one of the reasons guests return to the hotel from all over the world

01
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accorDIng to anDrew StevenS, garDener anD chIef worm wrangler at the belmonD 
mou nt nelSon hotel  I n  caPe town ,  h IS  100 000 PluS e arthwormS Devou r u P  
to 10 k IlogramS of fooD waSte a Day.  not only IS th IS organIc waSte removeD  
from the formal refuSe DISPoSal SyStem — no longer neeDIng to be collecteD,  
tranSPorteD, treateD anD aDDeD to our alreaDy br ImmIng lanDfIllS — but the 
vermIcomPoSt, createD by the worm farmS, IS returneD to the SoIl anD maIntaInS 
the StunnIng n Ine-acre hotel garDenS that gueStS return to year after year .

when you start adding up how much  
waste has been diverted from landfills 
over the years — the mount nelson 
was the first hotel in africa to start a  
worm farm in 2005 — you realise the  
power that the tiny (but mighty) 
earthworm has to help us with the 
current waste crisis in Southern africa.

according to the Institute of waste 
management of Southern africa  
(IwmSa), South africans generate more 
than 9 million tons of food waste  
a year, at a cost of R16.5 billion. “the 
majority of food waste ends up at 
landfill sites, which is extremely harmful 
to the environment as it produces 
methane gas, a major contributor to  
greenhouse gas emissions,” said  
professor Suzan oelofse, president of  
IwmSa. In addition, landfills can be a  
source of littering as well as the run-off, 
known as leachate, contaminating the 
soil and groundwater.

according to mary murphy, owner of 
fullcycle, which assisted the mount 
nelson with the setup of its worm farm,  
one ton of organic waste in a landfill 
produces 365 kilograms of carbon 
dioxide emissions. when composted, 
the same amount of waste produces 
less than a tenth of that; 30 kilograms 
of co2.

when you start looking at the  
economies of waste, the numbers are  
staggering. as well as the cost of taking  
waste to landfill, we are dumping a 
resource that could be used far more  
efficiently. according to dr henry Roman,  
director of Environmental Services 
and technologies at the department 
of Science and technology, there is  
R25 billion of value locked up in South  
africa’s waste streams; and because 
we still send 90 percent of our waste 

to landfill, we are effectively dumping  
R17 billion.

a good way for everyone, from an 
individual living in an apartment, to a 
world-class hotel such as the mount 
nelson, to reduce the amount of food 
waste they are sending to landfill 
and unlock some of this value, is by 
vermicomposting with a worm farm. 

opENINg A CAN of WorMS

so what is vermicomposting?
worms can eat up to half their weight  
in organic waste every day. the result?  
liquid vermitea and solid vermicasts 
(or worm manure), offering nutrient rich  
organic fertilisers and soil conditioners. 

typically, a worm farm is a stacked 
set of containers that house the worms.  
fruit and vegetable waste is fed to the 
worms, and they munch away happily, 
producing the vermicompost. Regular 
garden-variety earthworms are not 
suited to worm farms, however, and 
a specific breed that prefers to stay 
near the surface of the soil (the red 
wiggler), is ideal. the resulting ver-
mitea is diluted and used to fertilise 

plants, while the vermicasts can be 
added to a regular compost heap or 
mixed into soil. the mount nelson’s 
Stevens reserves his vermicompost 
for the towering hydrangeas growing 
on the hotel’s grounds. “they grow 
faster, and the leaves are greener 
and don’t fall off anymore,” he said.

juta cilliers, owner of Soilsouls, a  
pretoria-based vermicomposting 
supplier, agrees. “plants germinate 
faster, plus vegetables growing in the 
compost don’t get pests easily and are 
generally hardier, stronger and have 
greater immunity,” she said. “plus 
the harvest is healthier and tastier: 
vegetables taste like they used to.”

gardeners also get something of a  
lucky packet, with seeds from the fruit  
and veg that went into the worm farm  
germinating in the compost, resulting 
in surprise harvests of pumpkins, paw  
paws, avocados and more in cilliers’  
garden. “the plants come back again,  
it completes the cycle,” she said.

Green TrenDs

02  vermicomposting example

03 Rose cottage in the middle of mount nelson
02

03
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h o w t o  G e t  s tA r t e D
seTTinG uP your oWn Worm FArm in FiVe eAsy sTePs

at its simplest, this a 
couple of stacked trays 
with holes in the bottom, 
and a lid to keep out the 
light. there is also a tap 
at the bottom so you can 
pour off the vermitea that 
collects in the bottom tray.

you can easily build 
your own, following the 
instructions on one of the 
many videos available on  
youtube. alternatively, buy 
a farm from a specialist 
vermicomposting supplier 
(see details below) or 
from many major garden 
centres or plastic stores. 
for bigger worm farms, 
vermicompost suppliers  
will help you build a  
bespoke worm farm, ideally 
out of recycled materials 
such as pallets and tyres.

01 THe conTAiner  
/ Worm ToWer

you can buy suitable earth-
worms from a reputable 
supplier that will both  
accurately count the  
worms and transport them 
to you safely.

position the worm farm 
where it won’t get too hot 
or too cold, and out of 
frost and direct sunlight. 
If the worm farm is  
functioning optimally, 
there is very little smell, 
so it is possible to have an 
indoors worm farm. It’s 
a good idea to put your 
worm farm on a slightly 
raised platform so that 
you can easily access the  
tap to collect the vermitea.

  
THe Worms

  
seTuP

add the worms, plus the 
material they arrived in, to  
the top layer of the worm 
farm. Start feeding them 
your chopped up fruit and  
vegetable waste. It’ll take  
a day or two for them to  
settle in and get up to 
speed, but they’ll soon be  
chomping happily.

don’t be scared to mix 
up the contents of your 
worm farm gently, to 
oxygenate it and make 
sure the fresher food is 
accessible to the worms. 
you’ll also start to tell 
whether the system is 
healthy or not. 

Author’s note: I started a worm farm about four years ago and had this 
picture of a steady stream of vermitea and vermicasts that I would be sharing with friends 
and family. that’s not really the case. I get enough vermicompost for my balcony garden, 
and now and again add vermicasts to a compost heap. I came to realise, however, that it’s 
the journey and not the destination that counts. the fact that I haven’t thrown away any 
fruit or vegetable waste in four years is the point.

  
GeT GoinG

GeT your   
HAnDs DirTy

•   Cilliers advises adding a handful of lime every now and then to stop the farm from 
getting too acidic. You can also add autumn leaves or torn up egg boxes to help 
maintain a neutral base.

•   Monitor the heat of the farm. This is the main risk to a worm farm, said Cilliers, 
but oxygenating the farm and stopping it getting too acidic will help.

•  No COPS. Don’t add citrus, onion, pineapple or any other acidic food to the farm.
•   Going on holiday? No problem, just add half a butternut or similar vegetable to 

your worm farm.
•   With some exceptions, the other bugs and mites that make their way into the worm 

farm help with breaking down the food waste. If you are unsure, check online or 
ask your worm farm supplier.

Top Tip s for a happy and he alth y worm farm

ICk! WorMS!

for many people, the thought of worms,  
even earthworms, is just too much. on  
the flip side, cilliers points out that 
many environmentally conscious people 
who are open to the idea of worm  
farming are concerned about the welfare 
of the worms themselves. “people can 
be a bit scared of worm farming,” she 
said. “the concept is new and feels a 
bit different, as it includes live things. 
people worry about the worms and 
don’t want to accidentally kill them.”

however, if you do your research, get 
the right advice and maintain your 
worm farm, your worms can thrive and  
compost for years to come. the mount 
nelson’s worm farm is entering its 
second decade, after all. 

02 04

03

05

sources: soilsouls.co.za and fullcycle.co.za

04
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n o  C o P s

fullcycle, which facilitated the setup 
at cavendish Square in 2011, also 
kick-started the worm farm activities 
at the avani victoria falls Resort in 
livingstone, Zambia. the community 
project, started in 2008, aimed to 
provide people with hIv/aids with 
fresh fruit and vegetables. plus, the 
hotel was transporting fresh produce 
from South africa for its guests and 
wanted a local option. with no official 
landfills in Zambia, disposing of waste 
was a concern. 

today, up to 85 percent of the vege-
tables are grown locally by community 
farmers using vermicompost from the  
hotel’s waste. musowe davis, the hotel’s 
Rose gardener extraordinaire said; 
“now that I use the vermitea, the leaves 
are always green and the colours of 
the flowers are bright and beautiful.”

other supporters of vermicomposting  
include compass bakery, Ivory tree 
lodge, Spier, noordhoek farm village, 
kievits kroon country Estate and 
hotel 224.

worms regulate themselves in terms 
of population size, according to the 
space and food available. So while now  
and again you may have a few escape 
artists, you are not suddenly going to  
have to deal with a massive over-supply 
of worms. 

WorM fACtor  
StIll too MUCH?

Still not convinced? Instead, you can  
support hotels, restaurants and other 
organisations that use worm farms 
(or alternatives) for the processing of 
their organic waste.

for instance, cavendish Square 
shopping mall in claremont, cape 
town, runs a worm farm to compost 
food waste from some of the mall’s 
restaurants and coffee shops. the 
vermicompost is donated to St monica’s  
centre, an assisted living centre in 
bokaap, where it is used on the  
community plots.

conTAcTs:

soilsouls: 
soilsouls.co.za; 
juta@soilsouls.co.za

Fullcycle: 
fullcycle.co.za; 
mail@fullcycle.co.za

Don’T ADD ciTrus,  
onion, PineAPPle or  

Any oTHer AciDic  
FooD To THe FArm

Green TrenDs

04  iStockphoto

05 compost

06  andrew Stevens, gardener and chief  
worm wrangler shows off one of the  
mount nelson’s worm farms brimming  
with kitchen scraps

05
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Should you require a quote or more details, please contact us via email at: heater@palacegroup.co.za.

bEnEfITS to consumers
4

4

reduces the energy (electricity) bill

Contributes towards the consumer’s smart living patterns

bEnEfITS to Electricity utility
4

4

Removes the hot water load from the electricity utility’s network

reduces the electricity utility’s carbon footprint, thus contributing 
towards making the electricity utility “greener”

bEnEfITS to Sa Inc
4 reduces Sa Inc’s carbon footprint

SmarT SOlar water heating system

WHaT IT DOES?

This system removes 
the hot water load 
from the grid.

It only uses the grid as backup 
when the weather is not conducive 
for solar energy harvesting, thereby 
guaranteeing hot water supply.

rESIDEnTIal  commercial  InDuSTrIal
Suitable for use in different types of establishments

www.palacegroup.co.za 
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by Dr FrAnces WriGHT

how
bankablE  
is a Green home?
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Green issues

lIfe IS challengIng anD haS been more So for the laSt DecaDe. there have been many  
thIngS to Deal wIth, Such a DIffIcult economIc market, natural DISaSterS, ProblemS  
wIth InfraStructure anD - moSt of all - DeclInIng envIronmental health. envIronmental 
conDItIonS to contenD wIth IncluDe PollutIon of aIr anD water, eroSIon, DeforeStatIon,  
clImate changeS anD a lack of natural reSourceS. In the SPIrIt of beIng envIronmentally 
frIenDly, many buSIneSS oPPortunItIeS anD human benefItS have been gaIneD. moSt of 
theSe SolutIonS have DeveloPeD In the buIlt envIronment.

WHy grEEN BUIldINg?

the vast expansion in property 
developments has a large impact on  
resources and the environment as a 
whole. the manufacturing, design, 
construction, and operation of  
domestic and commercial buildings  
are responsible for the consumption  
of many natural resources. techno- 
logies and concepts such as green 
building, alternative energy and  
compressed natural gas have there- 
for become a necessity, rather than a  
trend or a luxury. 

the driving force behind green 
building is not just concern for the  
environment, but includes many  
benefits. while the environmental  
benefits - such as improved water and  
air quality and conservation of natural  
resources - are of vital importance,  
economic benefits also accrue, such  
as reduced operating costs, increased  
productivity and enhanced asset value.

Elize meyburgh, primary healthcare 
consultant at dischem, lists the health  
benefits of green living as; increased 
cardio vascular health, especially 
when carbon emissions are avoided, 
increased pulmonary health due to 
cleaner air and less airborne toxins, 
and healthier eyes, due to natural light  
instead of using electricity during the  
day. “Sunlight helps in the production 
of vitamin d, which reduces the 
chances of cancer dramatically,” holds  
meyburgh, “besides, natural light  
and clean air have been shown to be  
mood boosters and antidotes against  
depression”.  

WHAt IS A grEEN HoME?

according to the US green building 
council (USgbc), a green home is 
built in a manner to ensure increased 
efficiency in the use of energy, water,  
and materials, and reducing building 
impacts on human health and the 
environment over the entire lifecycle 
of the building. “green building 
concepts extend beyond the walls of  
buildings and can include site planning,  
community planning, and land use  
planning issues as well”.  

the makemyhomegreen.com 
website advises that a green building 
can be built in an environmentally 
friendly way or an existing building 
from any era can be changed to create  
a balance of the building elements 
and their relationship with heat, air 
and moisture. they further hold that  
in making a home green, all parts of 
the home and how they work together 
must be considered. all elements  
must work together in harmony to 
produce a living environment that is  
comfortable to be in, that is good for  
your health, and that will work sustain- 
ably for a long period.

the city of cape town has developed 
a guideline towards green building. 
the city holds that the total household 
energy can be reduced by up to  
70 percent through keeping to some 
simple design principles. the  
orientation of the longest side of the  
house should face north for light  
and sunshine, which will also see to  
it that the northern side of the house  
receives the most sun. the roof should  
have an overhang of 40 to 60 centi- 
metres in length. this will ensure that 
windows will be shaded in summer 
when the sun is high, while allowing 
the sun’s rays through the windows  
in winter when the angle of the sun  
is low. window shutters, awnings or  
screens shade rooms by keeping 
the hot sun rays out during summer. 
floors made out of brick or concrete 
maintain comfortable temperatures in 
a home as they are good at absorbing 
heat during the day and releasing  
this slowly at night. these floors 
should not be covered with carpets as 
a concrete floor absorbs more heat 
than a floor covered by carpeting. 
furthermore, insulation in the ceiling 
can reduce energy requirements by as 
much as 124 kilowatt hours a month.  

“ green buIlDIng concePtS extenD beyonD 
the wallS of buIlDIngS anD can IncluDe SIte 
PlannIng, communIty PlannIng, anD lanD uSe 
PlannIng ISSueS aS well .”
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INdUStry StANdArdS of A 
grEEN HoME

leadership in Energy and Environ- 
mental design (lEEd), the leading 
certification and verification body 
for green building, set certification 
standards for each type of building, 
whether industrial, commercial or 
domestic. the certifications are 
based on four pillars; materials used, 
performance, which includes occupant 
comfort and health, and Smart grid, 
which includes energy efficiency and 
water efficiency. a green building  
can be certified in all areas or in one. 

vierra (2014) says that the push 
toward sustainable design increased 
from the 1990s with the creation of the 
building Research Establishment’s 
Environmental assessment method 
(bREEam), the first green building 
rating system in the United kingdom. 
In 2000, the USgbc also developed  
and released criteria, only to be fol- 
lowed by the green building Initiative 
(gbI), which was created to assist the 
national association of homebuilders 
(nahb) in promoting its green building 
guidelines for Residential Structures. 
these efforts culminated in a green 
building rating programme which is  
now in use across the globe. 

rEtUrN oN INvEStMENt

Energy saving measures and new 
technologies not only provide 
uninterrupted power supply, but they 
also save on energy costs. mr Riaan 
cilliers, an operations manager with  
extensive facility management 
experience, advises that technologies 
available include systems such as 
solar, lEd (liquid Emitted diode) in  
the form of low wattage lights, water  
heating, biogas, wind power and gene- 
rators. a normal 100-watt household 
lightbulb could be replaced by a lEd 
light bulb that uses an equivalent of 
three-watts of electricity. It has been 
found that the monthly savings on an 
average electricity bill could amount 
to 35 percent of a normal electricity 
bill, just by changing light sources. 

mother Earth news reports that 
installing alternative energy, such as 
solar or a wind turbine, will drasti- 
cally reduce or eliminate electricity  
costs to a point where the saving will 

outweigh the cost of the installation. 
furthermore, this will add to the value 
of the home, especially in areas where 
electricity is a scarce commodity or 
expensive. power Up publication, as  
published by the build africa 
corporation, holds that energy saving 
improvements to a property could 
increase its value by 14 percent, on 
average. miles oates, cEo of build 
africa corporation, says that; “with a  
typical 5kva system that costs around  
R107 000, a customer could expect  
a R280 000 appreciation in a home  
valued at R2 million.” 

the national Renewable Energy 
laboratory developed a guide to deter- 
mine how much a property’s value will 
increase. according to their research,  
for every R1 saving on the electricity 
bill, R20 can be added to the value of  
the house. obviously this ratio will vary 
depending on the location, size of  
the house and size of the installation. 

the fact remains that installing 
alternative energy will not only  
increase the value of the home, it will  
also render it much more sellable. 
“the time is over when green meant  
more expensive”, holds cilliers. “the  
investment made will quickly be 
recouped through lower utility costs  
and the home will definitely sell at a  
higher price. In 2011 the Earth advan- 
tage Study found that green homes 
sell on average for eight percent more 
than their regular counterparts”.  

according to gay (2013), investors 
are much more willing to invest in  
a green building and therefore drive 
the bankability of green buildings. 
clements, davids and levine concur 
that commercial properties with  
well-designed, green infrastructure 
can reap the rewards of higher rents 
and property values, increased retail  
sales, energy savings, local financial  

“ wIth a tyPIcal 5kva SyStem that coStS arounD 
r107 000, a cuStomer coulD exPect a r280 000 
aPPrecIatIon In a home valueD at r2 mIllIon.”

In the United State many states offer tax credits, rebates, and other incentives 
to promote clean energy. the South african government, through the department 
of trade and Industry, also offers grants to businesses for carbon reducing projects. 
projects that could attract grants include: 

•			Solar,	the	earliest	solution,	but	with	obvious	disadvantages	in	the	rainy	season.	

•			Wind	energy	can	be	installed	with	smaller	sized	turbines	that	can	be	installed	
in the backyard. wind energy has the same disadvantage as solar in that wind 
is required to produce energy. when the wind does not blow, there is no energy. 

•			For	heating	and	cooling	solutions,	geothermal	heat	pumps	can	be	installed	
and will tap into the earth’s temperature to regulate the heat in the home. 

•			If	you	are	lucky	enough	to	live	near	running	water,	micro	hydro-electricity	can	
be generated. 

•			Biomass	on	the	other	hand	is	just	in	the	form	of	a	stove	used	for	heating.

[  DID YOU KNOW?  ]
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Green issues

we are fortunate to be l Iv Ing In a Sunny 
country. South afrIca’S Sun hourS are of the 
hIgheSt In the worlD.
“

”
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by rAyniQue Ducie
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incentives such as tax incentives, 
reduced lifecycle and maintenance 
costs, reduced water bills and  
improved health. 

In commercial property, job satisfac- 
tion for office employees is enhanced. 
In fact, green building practices 
are increasingly becoming a quality 
benchmark for the private sector, 
because they illustrate a developer’s 
commitment to healthier, sustainable 
communities and place-making, while 
creating measurable value added  
for property owners and tenants alike.

MArkEt trENdS  
IN grEEN BUIldINg

according to the USgbc, the market 
for green homes is growing and more  
than half of the consumers in the  
United States rank green and energy-
efficiency as top requirements when  
finding a home. 

annette marx, Estate agent at 
global Estates in Roodepoort says 
that the South african market is in 
line with global trends. “customers 
are drawn towards houses that 
already offer technologies providing 
alternative energy and water sources. 
the feel-good concept that a green 
home provides definitely increases the  
marketability and price of the property. 
the interest in solar technology has  
grown substantially over the last 
couple of years,” says marx. It is recog- 
nised as a cost-effective alternative 
energy generator with huge potential  
to provide low-cost energy, encourage 
job creation and stimulate local 
economies. of course this interest  
was stimulated in part by the  
load-shedding and threat of electricity  
shortages. “we are fortunate to be  
living in a sunny country. South  
africa’s sun hours are of the highest  
in the world.”

according to the Sa goodnews 
website, South africa is in the world  
top 10 countries harnessing renewable 
energy from the sun, with 15 solar 
plants contributing 503 megawatts to  

the country’s electricity grid. this is a  
small contribution to global sustain- 
ability, considering that South africa 
ranks 18th in terms of biggest emitters 
of co², 9th as a proportion of gdp and 
27th in terms of co² per person. 

South africa’s renewable energy 
programme is the fastest growing in 
the world. private sector investment 
in renewable energy generation will  
reach R193 billion following the 
announcement of another 13 preferred 
bidders for wind and solar photovol- 
taic (pv) projects. marx applauds the 
efforts of both government and the 
private sector. She adds that there are 
many additional benefits, such as less 
temperature variations, cleaner air 
and a lower possibility of health risks.  

green building africa holds  
that other african countries, such as  
morocco, nigeria and ghana, are 
following the world trend towards 
green building. “not only is it offering  
the health and economic advantages, 
but often enables technology and  
infrastructure that will not be obtain- 
able under normal circumstances. 
Social return on investment is gained  
in that solar technology now allows 

the supply of power in rural areas to  
cellphone towers, banks, clinics and  
homes where power is not available.  
portable solar devices enable the  
charging of cellphones, laptops and  
ipads, while running home appliances,  
for a vast period of time without  
traditional power supply”, says cilliers.

according to a study done by the 
world green building council (wgbc), 
construction is shifting towards green 
building globally, with 51 percent of 
respondents planning for more than 
60 percent of their work to be green - 
and the trend is growing. this growth 
is not a trend localised to one country 
or region. green building is growing 
by 66 percent throughout africa, 50 
percent in European countries and 
brazil, and between 33 and 68 percent 
in the United States, United kingdom 
and australia. the key driver to going 
green, according to the survey, is that 
now green building is a business 
imperative around the world. It was  
found that the top driver for green 
building was “doing the right thing”, 
but business drivers such as client and  
market demand are the key factors  
influencing the market. P
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gREEnIng thE bIg blUE; StRIvE foR SUStaInablE SEaS

by rAyniQue Ducie

The modern world is failing 
naTure on many fronTs. 
PerhaPs The mosT affecTed  
– and leasT acknowledged –  
are The oceans and seas  
ThaT are Pillaged, PolluTed 
and Passed over. This desPiTe  
The facT ThaT The sea, in  
many ways, gives us life. “iT  
is a curious siTuaTion ThaT 
The sea, from which life 
firsT arose, should now be 
ThreaTened by The acTiviTies 
of one form of ThaT life. buT 
The sea, Though changed in a 
sinisTer way, will conTinue  
To exisT: The ThreaT is  
raTher To life iTself,” rachel 
carson, marine biologisT.

souTH AFricA may be considered a  
third world country, but in terms of  
environmental protection, the min- 
ister of environmental Affairs, edna  
molewa, appears to be on the ball.  
The Department of environmental  
Affairs (DeA) recently reported that  
draft notices and regulations had  
been published in the Government  
Gazette, declaring a network of 22  
new proposed marine Protected Areas  
(mPAs). These notices and regulations 
formed part of the operation Phakisa  
initiative*, and will create an estimated 

* opERatIon phakISa
operation phakisa is a presidential 
project, which aims to fast-track the 
development of South africa’s ocean 
Economy. the objectives include the 
achievement of biodiversity, fisheries 
management, tourism and research.

GReen RePoRt
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“at present, less than 0.5 percent 
of South africa’s ocean ecosystems 
are formally protected, as compared 
to approximately eight percent of 
terrestrial protected areas such as 
the kruger national park and table 
mountain national park,” states a 
dEa report.

70 000 square kilometres of protected 
areas. according to the dEa, this will 
bring ocean protection within the 
South african Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) to more than five percent.

“many of these new mpas aim to  
protect offshore ecosystems and 
species, ranging from deep areas 
along the namibian border to a more  
than tenfold expansion of iSimangaliso  
wetland park in the kwaZulu-natal 
province. they include charismatic 
features, such as, fossilised yellow 
wood forest at a depth of 120 meters  
off port nolloth, a deep cold-water 
coral reef standing 30 meters high  
off the seabed near port Elizabeth, 
and a world famous diving destination  
where seven shark species aggregate, 
at protea banks in kwaZulu-natal. 
these mpas also include undersea 
mountains, canyons, sandy plains, 
deep and shallow muds and diverse 
gravel habitats with unique fauna,” 
reports the dEa. 

“offshore, these mpas will protect 
vulnerable habitats and secure 
spawning grounds for various marine 
species, therefore helping to sustain 
fisheries and ensure long-term benefits 
important to food and job security.”

the protection of these underwater 
habitats is crucial – not only to maintain 
their delicate ecosystems, but also to  
ensure the continued protection of  
coastal communities. Reefs, mangroves 
and coastal wetlands play a critical 
role in safeguarding seaside territory 

against storm surges, increasing sea- 
levels and severe weather. threatened 
sea life, seabirds, fish and turtles will 
also be protected, while their feeding 
areas, nurseries, spawning grounds 
and migration areas are preserved.  

one of the sea life species 
threatened by human activity is the 
shark. according to See the wild, 
“sharks are endangered because of 
threats that are the result of human 
activities including shark finning and 
getting caught in fishing gear. these 
are apex predators (at the top of the 
food chain) and play an important 
role in the health of the oceans. 
without them, the entire food chain 
can be affected, negatively impacting 
the entire ecosystem. Sharks are 
long-lived, mature late, and produce 
few young making them especially 
vulnerable to exploitation.” alison 
kock, Research manager of the  
Shark Spotter programme, believes 
that climate change has already had  
a notable impact on the distribution  
of fish and sharks. “as habitats 
change, the temperature of the water 
gets too hot, and the sharks and  
rays are forced to move out of their 
area to find a more suitable habitat,” 
confirms alison. 

however, these effects are not 
limited to distributional changes. 
according to alison; “a growing 
number of experiments demonstrate 
the behavioural and physiological 
impacts of climate change. Research 

[  PROTECTION  ]
oceAn ecosysTem

on the port jackson shark shows that 
higher temperatures led to faster 
embryonic development, but elevated 
temperatures and carbon dioxide led  
to higher energy demands and a 
reduced ability to use olfaction to find  
food, thus affecting the sharks’ ability 
to hunt.” (source: http://www.nature.
com/articles/srep16293)

as humans continue to encroach on  
habitats that are not their own, the 
question arises; can sharks adapt to  
survive? “It is likely that some sharks  
are able to adapt to changing 
conditions, merely by moving to more 
suitable habitats,” states alison. 
“however, some species are at risk  
of habitat loss and extinction. Sawfish, 
for example, rely on mangroves and 
shallow lagoon habitats to survive 
and climate change is putting these 
habitats at risk”. 

http://www.seeturtles.org/ocean-plastic/:  

•		Plastic	bags	are	petroleum-based	and	do	not	biodegrade.
•		Sea	turtles	and	other	marine	creatures	mistake	plastics	 
and other garbage as food (such as jellyfish) and ingest  
it. this mistake causes blockages within their digestive  
system and eventual death. 
•		Worldwide,	as	many	as	one	trillion	plastic	bags	are	used	 
each year. this equates to 100 million barrels of oil!  
•		Plastic	toxins	end	up	in	fish,	which	end	up	on	our	plates,	 
which end up inside our bodies.
•		less than five percent of plastics are recycled worldwide!plettenberg bay 

? youknow
Did ?

according to

for more information about the 
Rethink the bag campaign, visit 
http://www.aquarium.co.za/
search?keywords=rethink+the 
+bag. to learn more about the 
other two oceans environmental 
campaigns, visit http://www.
aquarium.co.za/content/page/
environmental-campaigns-landing.

[  CAMPAIGN  ]
THe reTHink THe bAG



HUMANs ENDANGER sHARKs

national geographic reports that, for every human killed  
by a shark, humans kill approximately two million sharks.

when asked what people can do to ensure a safer 
environment for sharks, alison provided the following  
advice. “only eat fish and shark from sustainable fisheries. 
Support your local shark conservation organisation. write 
letters to your politicians urging them to conserve sharks  
and rays. only go shark diving with a responsible tour 
operator, to show that sharks are worth more alive than 
dead. Educate your friends and family about sharks. get 
involved in beach clean-ups.” 

hayley mclellan, Environmental campaigner at the two 
oceans aquarium in cape town, adds that ridding the  
ocean of plastic will go a long way to save our seas. as 
marine Researcher, charles moore, once said; “all the  
king’s horses and all the king’s men will never gather up  
all the plastic and put the ocean back together again.” –  
but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t try.

the SEE turtles organisation describes the negative 
effects of plastics and pollution on sea life. “hundreds  
of thousands of sea turtles, whales, and other marine  

Green rePorT
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mammals, and more than one million seabirds die each  
year from ocean pollution and ingestion or entanglement  
in marine debris. marine debris is manmade waste that  
is directly or indirectly disposed of in oceans, rivers, and 
other waterways.”  

the organisation reports that the most common forms 
of harmful human garbage found in the ocean include; 
plastic bags and bottles, cans, cigarette butts, Styrofoam, 
balloons, lighters and, for some reason, toothbrushes. 
add to this discarded fishing gear, including lines, hooks, 
nets and buoys, and we are creating a minefield in the  
only habitat sea life has.

In an effort to ensure the protection of the environment 
from the dangers that plastic shopping bags present, 
hayley focusses on the Rethink the bag campaign, and 
strives to draw the public’s attention to the excessive use of 
these bags in South africa. “Reports indicate that South  
africans use eight billion plastic shopping bags a year;  
96 percent of which goes to landfill,” confirms hayley.  
“we use a plastic shopping bag for about 20 minutes –  
and then it lasts up to 1 000 years on a dumping ground.”
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the Rethink the bag campaign was launched in march 2011, is an official 
environmental campaign of the two oceans aquarium, and has made much 
progress over the least five years. the ultimate campaign goal is a plastic 
shopping bag free South africa. although hayley is working closely with SpaR, 
western cape, to become the first plastic shopping bag free grocery retailer in 
South africa, she is also seeking inroads into other major retail sectors. a big 
job; but she is not daunted. “do not be put off by the seeming enormity of this 
concept,” says hayley. “our campaign has very clear, actionable ideas as  
to how to support any brand to achieve the desired outcome - sustainability.”

to get involved in the campaign, 
hayley suggests making a conscious, 
personal pledge no longer to use 
plastic shopping bags of any type, not 
just for food purchases. “from buying 
shoes, to clothing, liquor, hardware, 
music, books and even medicine… 
refuse the plastic bags, refuse the 
small clicks and dischem plastic 
packets; I do and you can too!” urges 
hayley. what’s the alternative? “keep a  
small collection of reusable bags and  
find ways to remind yourself to take  
them to the store. Set yourself up for  
success. walk the talk, no exceptions….”

hayley concludes that; “this is an  
idea whose time has come for South  
africa. I stopped using plastic shopping  
bags about nine years ago and it  
naturally led to a powerfully broadened 
consciousness in terms of my  
individual waste stream, and what I 
could do about it. thus being personally 
accountable. when asked how much 
of the ocean should we be protecting, 
dr Sylvia Earle answered ‘how  
much of your heart would you protect?’

according to the marine conservation Institute, humans need healthy oceans. 
“the oceans are the largest ecosystems on Earth, they are the Earth’s largest  
life support systems.” healthy oceans generate half of the world’s oxygen, 
absorb carbon dioxide, reduce the impact of climate change, hold more than 97  
percent of the world’s water, provide a sixth of the animal protein consumed by  
people, and offer new medicines to combat cancer, pain and bacterial diseases.  
why wouldn’t we protect them? after all; “no water, no life. no blue, no green,” 
Sylvia Earle, oceanographer.

many countries have recognised the dangers of plastic shopping bags, and although 
South africa has instituted a cost for these bags, this hasn’t done enough to keep 
them from being used and discarded of – to the detriment of the environment. 

A few examples:

•		In	2007,	San	Francisco	was	the	first	city	in	the	United	States	to	ban	petroleum-
based plastic bags in large markets and pharmacies.
•		As	reported	by	Miriam	Mannak	in	AGE	Issue	4’s	Country	Focus,	Rwanda	has	
completely banned the use of plastic shopping bags in the country.
•		Madagascar	prohibits	the	production,	import,	commercialisation	and	use	 
of bags made of plastic on the national territory of the island. the prohibition 
came into effect on 1 may 2015, and was enforced from 1 october 2015 (according 
to africa news). 
•	 as from 1 january 2016, mauritius also banned plastic bags, with a few exceptions. 
the mauritian government states that; “doing away with plastic bags is expected to  
also open up new avenues for our local entrepreneurs to engage in green projects. 
women entrepreneurs, most specifically can now engage in bag production using 
diverse materials such as jute and cloth.”

[  WORLDWIDE PLAsTIC BANs  ]

  

•  Speak about the campaign to everyone – start the discussion in 
communities, especially the schools – kid power! The kids of today  
do care about the planet.
•  encourage and challenge local retailers to stop giving out or selling 
plastic shopping bags.
  

[  suPPorT A PlAsTic sHoPPinG bAG Free sA  ]

“ how much of 
your heart woulD 
you Protect? ”

DR SYLVIA EARLE
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Join African Green Elements 
Editor, Zanele Mlambo, this 

August, for a Live Conversation 
Breakfast, with some of the 

continent’s most knowledgeable 
specialists on issues covered in  
our magazine and share, debate 

and explore green matters. 

All our print subscribers receive invitations 
limited to space availability.

For brand advertising opportunities, 
email sales@africangreenelements.com.

email info@africangreenelements.com

share  DEBATE  explore

To get an invitation to our 
“Live Conversations” events, 
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GDP Per cAPiTA: 
$1358 (2014)

ToP exPorT ProDucTs: 
tea, textiles, coffee, tobacco, iron, and steel  
products, petroleum products, and cement

ToP exPorT PArTners: 
United kingdom, netherlands, Uganda,  
tanzania, United States, and pakistan

ToP imPorT ProDucTs: 
machinery and transportation equipment,  
petroleum products, motor vehicles, iron  

and steel, and resins and plastics

ToP imPorT PArTners: 
India, china, United arab Emirates, South africa, 

Saudi arabia, United States, and japan

enerGy imPorTs: 
18.15 percent of total energy consumption

K e n ya

of all of africa’s countries, kenya is the one that tends to speak  
most to people’s imagination. Even if you’ve never been there, 
chances are that you have a good idea of what it may look like. the 
country’s sweeping sun-kissed savannah plains, its abundant 
wildlife, and splendid beaches have featured in countless books, 
movies, adverts, and documentaries, often to illustrate other 
parts of the continent too! as a result, when thinking of africa, 
many people who have never visited this part of the world are 
presented with visions of golden kenyan landscapes, dotted with 
acacias and embraced by the glow of a blood-orange african sunset. 

Indeed, kenya’s natural splendour is out of this world. It therefore 
shouldn’t come as a surprise that its scenic beauty and wildlife are 
some of it most important sources of income. according to the world  
tourism and travel council, kenya’s travel and leisure industry 
accounts for some $7 billion of its annual gross domestic product  
(gdp). this is considerably more than the automotive manufacturing, 
mining, chemicals manufacturing, and banking industries. 

the PaSt few yearS haven’t alwayS been eaSy 
for kenya.  SocIal anD PolIt Ical InStabIl Ity, 
anD terror attackS have been Some of the 
maIn ISSueS. there IS, however, another much 
brIghter SIDe to kenya’S Story, one whIch IS 
ruleD by a healthy eco- anD faIr-traDe tourISm 
InDuStry, SucceSSful wIlDlIfe conServatIon 
effortS, anD boomIng renewable energy anD 
organIc farmIng SectorS. 

by miriAm mAnnAk
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kenyA 
In a nUtShEll

DATe oF inDePenDence: 
december 12, 1963 (from the United kingdom)

GDP: 
$60.94 billion (2014)

DemoGrAPHics: 
75 percent of the population lives in  

rural areas, 25 percent in cities 

HiGH scHool eDucATion: 
43 percent of women and 46 percent of men  

aged 15-59 have completed or are in the process  
of completing secondary education

cAPiTAl: 
nairobi

enerGy insTAlleD cAPAciTy: 
1773mw as of may 2014, of which 1710mw  

is operational

enerGy mix: 
hydro (51 percent), thermal (32 percent), the  
rest is made up by geothermal and renewables

insTAlleD reneWAbles 
cAPAciTy: 

kenya has two major wind farms that have  
been completed and are producing energy; the 
ngong wind power Station (commissioned  

in 2009 / 5,1mw), and the ngong II wind power 
Station (2014/13.6mw/ 2014)

Access To elecTriciTy: 
23 percent; about 87 percent of rural households 

depend on kerosene for lighting and heating 

Per cAPiTA co² emissions: 
0.3 metric tonnes

 

PoPulATion: 
47.3 million (2015)

counTry Focus
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In addition to the sector’s monetary 
value, tourism has become an 
important employer, accounting for no 
less than 544 000 jobs, the equivalent 
of 9.2 percent of kenya’s total 
employment opportunities. that is over 
double the number of people employed 
in the local financial services sector. 

fIgHtINg povErty  

WItH toUrISM

one of kenya’s fastest growing travel 
and leisure sub-sectors is eco-, fair- 
trade, and community-based tourism  
– in other words, activities that 
respect the environment, the wildlife, 
and the people. 

an important organisation in this  
regard is Ecotourism kenya (Ek). 
Established in 1996, this initiative brings 
together individuals, community-based 
organisations, tourism businesses, and 
other stakeholders. the main objective 
is to give members a platform that 
enables them to improve their tourism  
operations from an environmental 
point of view, while boosting people’s 
livelihoods and ensuring that the man  
on the street also benefits from 
tourism. the organisation currently has  
550 members; from lodges, resorts, 
and hotels to tour operators, tourism 
destinations, and ngos. 

one of Ek’s latest initiatives was the 
drafting of the green destinations 
guidelines, which set out what a green,  
ethical destination should offer. “our  
concern is to manage natural resources 
with present and future impacts in 
mind. we would like to conserve the 
environment to ensure that tourism 
thrives even in future generations,” 
said Ek’s chief Executive officer, grace  
nderitu, during the green destinations 
guidelines workshop held earlier  
this year. 

one of the stakeholders that played  
an important role in drafting the  
above-mentioned document is the 
african pro-poor tourism development 
centre (aptdc). based in the capital  
of nairobi, the initiative – the first of its 

kind in East africa – was established  
to ensure that local communities -  
and particularly the poor, not just big  
corporations - benefit from tourism.
the aptdc’s ultimate goal is to  
fight poverty and distribute wealth 
more equally. 

“community-based tourism in  
kenya has been around for quite some  
time, since around 2000. It started 
from a conservation angle,” says 
programme director james weru. “In  
kenya, we have a lot of human-wildlife 
conflict, because 75 percent of our 
wildlife lives outside the protected 
areas and national parks. that is  

01  one of kenya’s lake heritage sites

02  hon president Uhuru kenyatta at  
the burning of an ivory & rhino  
horn stockpile

03  another of kenya’s lake heritage sites

04  on 30 april, during the burning of  
ivory and rhino horn stockpile

“ wIlDlIfe anD SafarIS are alSo an ImPortant 
Source of Income, So conServatIon IS neeDeD.  
for conServatIon to take root anD contInue,  
however, communItIeS haD to be InvolveD.”
also where people live. wildlife and  
safaris are also an important source 
of income, so conservation is needed. 
for conservation to take root and 
continue, however, communities had 
to be involved.”

according to weru, community-
based tourism activities have been 
growing over the past decade, and  

01

02
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locals are benefitting in several ways.  
“community-based or pro-poor tourism 
efforts are creating jobs among those  
who live near the protected areas,” he  
says. “In other situations, communities 
have even created their own 
conservancies, which they manage and  
own. this – through park, conservancy, 
and accommodation fees – is the 
most profound way local kenyans are 
benefiting from tourism.”

WIldlIfE ANd ANtI-poACHINg

one of the success stories in that 
regard, is Il ngwesi lodge. Situated 
north of mount kenya and cradled by 
golden savannah plains, this small 
solar-powered, luxury eco-lodge and 
conservancy – as a first of its kind –  
is entirely owned and managed by the  
local maasai community. apart from job  
opportunities and social empowerment  
programmes, such as a women 
enterprise initiative and health and 
education projects, Il nqwesi’s owners  
are at the helm of kenya’s only 
community-operated Rhino Sanctuary. 

“this sanctuary has the objective 
of reintroducing the critically 
endangered black rhino into the area,” 
says weru, adding that, like most 
african countries, kenya has been hit 
hard by the poaching of elephants, 
rhinos and other wildlife. 

the government is taking the matter 
very seriously. In may this year, a mas- 
sive stockpile of 105 tons of elephant 
ivory, 1.35 tons of rhino horn and 

kenya’s civil society plays a crucial role  
in the fight against poaching, an affair 
which has increasingly become a public- 
private partnership. one of the most 
reputable organisations that deals with 
poaching is the david Sheldrick wildlife 
trust (dSwt). for the past two decades, 
this ngo has funded and operated 
mobile de-snaring and anti-poaching 
units in the tsavo national park, one  
of kenya’s oldest and largest national  
parks. there are currently eight full-time, 
skilled and highly efficient anti-
poaching units in operation, which are 
patrolling the greater tsavo area on 
foot and by vehicle. 

“all anti-poaching operations are 
undertaken with the close cooperation 
of the kenya wildlife Service (kwS), 
whilst each mobile unit is accompanied 
by armed kwS Rangers at all times  
who have the powers of arrest,” the  
dSwt writes on its website. “Every 
dSwt ranger has graduated through 
the kwS’s manyani law Enforcement 
academy, having completed an  
intensive three-month community 
Ranger training programme, following 
a diverse curriculum incorporating 

human-wildlife conflict and ecology, 
ecosystem management, capture, arrest 
and weaponry.”

apart from running anti-poaching 
operations, the dSwt founded a 
sanctuary for young elephants and  
rhinos orphans. overseen by elephant 
expert, daphne Sheldrick, and run in  
close operation with the kwS, the 
project has hand-raised over 150 baby 
elephants who lost their mothers due 
to illegal hunting practices – such as 
little Roi. She was ten months old when 
the dSwt found her beside her dead 
mother, who was killed for her tusks.  

It has been two years since she was 
rescued, and Roi is doing well. a recent 
diary entry (17 april 2016) by her keeper 
shows; “Roi had a busy time charging 
and chasing after some warthogs that  
were trying to graze alongside the 
orphans. as she was busy charging 
them she unknowingly chased them 
right to where kiko [rescued giraffe] was 
busy browsing. this gave kiko a fright  
and he ran away, where he suddenly 
bumped into Roi, frightening her too! 
She ran away shouting loudly, trying  
to find where the other orphans were.” 

[  REsCUING ELEPHANT AND RHINO ORPHANs  ]

counTry Focus
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capacity: 310mw
number of wind turbines: 365 (each with a capacity of 850kw)
surface area: 40 000 acres (162km2) 
cost: $720 million
location: loyangalani district, marsabit west county
Project’s investors: kp&p bv africa, aldwych turkana International limited, vestas Eastern africa 
limited, klp norfund Investment aS, danish Investment fund for developing countries, finnish 
fund for Industrial cooperation ltd (finnfund), Sandpiper limited, and the kenyan government. 
Wind conditions: the region is blessed by the turkana corridor wind phenomenon, a low-level jet 
stream from the Indian ocean that blows all year round. data reveals that the turkana district is one 
of africa’s best locations for wind energy, with consistent and predictable wind speeds averaging 
11 meters per second.
community development: Since the marsabit west county is one of the poorest regions in kenya, the  
project’s developer made it a priority to employ as many locals as possible. the project has provided jobs  
to some 560 people from surrounding communities, and various social upliftment programmes have  
been initiated to improve the wellbeing of nearby communities. a combination of revenue from fundraising 
and profit from the wind project will go to a community trust (the winds of change foundation). 
construction completed: the wind farm is expected to be fully operational in 2017.

MORE ON Lake Turkana Wind Farm

piles of animal skins, were burnt at a 
public event. the authorities’ message 
was and is loud and clear; elephants, 
rhinos, and other animals are worth 
more alive than dead.

“poaching and illegal wildlife  
trade is a major problem across much  
of africa, and it threatens the very 
survival of these iconic species. It is  
facilitated by international criminal 
syndicates and fuels corruption, it  
undermines the rule of law and security, 
and in some cases, it provides funding 
for other criminal activities,” cabinet 
Secretary for Environment and 
Regional development authorities, 
judi wakhungu said in a statement. 

“this not only harms the sustain- 
able economic development of local  
communities but also national 
economies. In the past three years, 
kenya has redoubled its efforts and 
relentlessly implemented a number 
of measures directed at combating 
elephant poaching, and the illegal 
trade in elephant ivory within and 
across its borders.”  

05   kenya airways business class voted 
the best in africa and we agree

06  lamu old town, a UnESco world 
heritage site

“ tour IStS have become more aware of the  
envIronment, anD are IncreaSIngly SeekIng  
green ProDuctS, IncluDIng fooD. thIS IS where 
communIty-baSeD tourISm comeS In.”

BooStINg tHE ovErAll 
grEEN ECoNoMy

as can be expected, kenya’s green 
economy goes beyond ethical tourism,  
wildlife conservation, and anti- 
poaching efforts. over the past few  
years, the government has given way  
to various strategies to boost the level  
of green economic activity. the  
kenya green Economy Strategy and 
Implementation plan (gESIp), the first 
draft of which was published in may 
last year, is a good example. 

the gESIp, in short, aims to address  
challenges including poverty, 
unemployment, inequality, environ- 
mental degradation, climate change, 
infrastructure gaps and food  
insecurity, and falls under the kenya 
vision 2030 (Ruwaza ya kenya 2030 in 
Swahili). this particular development 
programme was established to 
transform kenya into an industrialised, 
middle-income country that is able  
to provide a high quality of life for all  
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of its citizens by the year 2030, while 
bolstering political and financial 
institutions, working towards a cleaner 
environment, and improving  
prosperity and economic growth. 

developing renewable energy 
projects and improving electrification 
rates are some of gESIp’s key 
components. like many other african 
countries, kenya continues to struggle 
with persistent power shortage 
problems. the 2014 Status Report of 
the africa-EU Energy partnership, 
for instance, estimates that only 19.2 
percent of kenyans have access to 
electricity. the country’s annual per 
capita consumption currently stands  
at around 130kwh, which is well  
below the average of 550kwh for the 
whole of Sub-Saharan africa. 

AfrICA’S lArgESt WINd fArM
 

In an attempt to tackle this issue, the 
government has implemented various 
wind and solar projects. Some of 
these are still under construction, 
and others are in the pipeline, says 
adnan amin, director general of  
the International Renewable Energy 
agency (IREna). 

“In kenya, geothermal and wind 
investments are huge, with the wind  
project in the turkana district expected 
to go online later this year,” he says, 
referring to africa’s largest wind farm. 

counTry Focus

with a capacity of 310mw, almost  
20 percent of kenya’s current power 
generation capacity of 1700mw, the 
farm’s construction started last year 
and is expected to be completed in 
april 2017. 

there is more that is worth 
mentioning around kenya’s green 
energy drive. a project comprising 
three solar photovoltaic plants, one of 
which includes a solar battery storage 
system, is also on the cards. “there are 
other wind resources as well as the 
emerging clean energy corridor,” says 
amin. “Interconnectivity of individual 
grids is a great prospect for africa.”

victoria cumings agrees with amin’s 
optimism around kenya’s renewable  
energy sector. the head of Europe, 

middle East and africa policy at 
bloomberg new Energy finance has  
ranked the country as one of africa’s  
up and coming green energy hotspots,  
alongside nigeria, tanzania, Ethiopia, 
and South africa. “kenya has a low-risk  
off-taker, an unbundled power market, 
and the country has shown a fairly 
solid power demand growth over the 
last few years,” she explains. “on the  
financing and business side, the 
country ranks second in africa after 
South africa, and it is very strong in 
geothermal and wind energy.”

orgANIC fArMINg

last but not least, besides ecotourism,  
community-based wildlife conservation 
and renewable energy, kenya is  
doing fairly well on the sustainable and  
ethical farming front, which varies 
from organic coffee and tea to 
community-based shea butter and fair 
trade tea tree oil projects. 

the country boasts various agencies 
and organisations that are concerned 
with environmentally sustainable 
farming practices, including the kenya 
Institute of organic farming (kIof) and  
the kenya organic agriculture network. 

much of the country’s organic farming  
translates back to tourism, says weru  
of the aptdc. “tourists have become 
more aware of the environment, and  
are increasingly seeking green 
products, including food. this is where 
community-based tourism comes in.  
besides directly involving local 
communities in the travel sector, pro- 
poor tourism is paving the way for 
various indirect opportunities,” he says. 

“farming is one of such opportunities. 
various communities are supplying fruit 
and vegetables to hotels and resorts. 
before, most hotels got their produce 
from far away, for instance from nairobi.  
now, some of these are sourcing their 
fresh ingredients from surrounding 
communities, like the Serena hotel 
near amboseli national park. most of  
this produce is organic, because that  
is what ecotourism is all about; having  
respect for people and the environment.”

05
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sMARt consUMeR GUIDe
Food Waste Management Ideas for Restaurants and Hotels comPileD by AGe TeAm

FooD WAsTe:  
a global concern

you would be mistaken to think that 
dining is all about the food and the 
drinks and how delicious the meal is. 
It is not unexpected for customers to 
expect more from their restaurants 
and hotels alike. consumers are 
paying attention to more than just the 
dining experience. a study by dr Suzan 
oelofse, cSIR, 2013, puts the value of 
the food wasted from local production, 
in South africa alone, at 9.04 million 
tons per annum. this is 31.4 percent 
of the country’s average annual 
production. further, it states that the 
“total water loss as a result of food 
waste in South africa is equivalent to 
nearly 22 percent of the total water 
used for crop production.”

a report (gustavsson j, cederberg  
c, Sonesson U, van otterdijk R and  
meybeck a (2011) fao, Rome) 
examined food waste in the industrial- 
ised world and the developing world. 
the findings from the report were that, 
per capita, much more food is wasted 
in the industrialised world than in 
developing countries. per capita food 
waste in Europe and north-america 
is 95 to 115 kilograms per year, while 
this figure in Sub-Saharan africa and 
South/Southeast asia is only six to 11 
kilograms per year (ref: food climate 
Research network). 

there are a number of causes 
behind food waste, as reports suggest. 
In low-income earning countries, the 
main causes reported are financial 
or technical limitations in harvesting 
techniques, storage and cooling. 
there is also a concern with regards 
food supply chains which, the report 
suggests, should be strengthened. If  
small farmers diversified and up-
scaled their production and marketing, 
it is suggested there could be some 

improvement in this regard. whereas, 
in the developed world, the causes 
that have been reported are so 
different. consumer behaviour and 
lack of coordination between the  
different players in the supply chain 
are cited as the main reasons why 
there is so much food wasted per 
annum in such countries as the United 
kingdom, United States, and others. 

Reducing food waste is critical as it  
would help in climate change 
mitigation. Supporting this viewpoint, 
a report in the national geographic 
stated that the energy that goes into  
the production, harvesting, 
transporting, and packaging of wasted 
food, according to their estimation, 
equals more than 3.3 billion metric 
tons of carbon dioxide. “If food waste  
were a country, it would be the world’s  
third largest emitter of greenhouse 
gases, behind the US and china,” 
stated the article. It is telling that we  
focus on what others must do to stop  

hunger, when truly, this is a consumer 
issue. we all have a role to play  
in reducing the amount of food that  
could be shared and feed the billions  
who go hungry. we have read the  
ideas on how consumers can practice 
responsible food management - from 
the type of food purchased to how 
food is managed when it is left-over 
- and the ideas around feeding those 
who are hungry from our waste. 

restaurants and Hotels in managing 
Food Waste    

Restaurants and hotels can proactively 
engage in food waste management 
programmes that reduce foods that  
end up in the bins. we highlight some of  
the ideas we gathered from such orga- 
nisations as wRap, in the Uk; which 
has implemented stringent steps that 
can help businesses in the hospitality  
industry tackle this challenge. 

Food wasted from local  
production in SA alone

9.04 million 
tonS Per annum

thIS IS 

31.4 PercenT  
of the country’s average  

annual production

“ the total water loSS aS a reSult of 
fooD waSte In South afrIca IS equIvalent 
to nearly 22 Percent of the total water 
uSeD for croP ProDuctIon.”



Restaurants and hotels alike benefit 
from a food waste management  
plan. through the development and 
implementation of this programme, 
restaurants or hotels can reap financial 
as well as environmental benefits. 

•		Measure	your	food	waste,	conduct	a	waste	audit.	This	process	may	seem	
time consuming but as experts have said, knowledge and facts will assist in 
developing an action plan on how to reduce your waste. 

•		With	the	audit	done,	develop	an	action	plan	to	reduce	food	waste.	You	may	 
look at what you are doing that leads to the waste: what type of food ends  
up in the bin; could that food be recycled; and is it due to being over-portioned,  
etc. you need to draw targets and responsibilities, something concrete that  
will be assessed and monitored to realise positive results.

•		Staff	training	is	a	good	investment	and	will	bring	about	success	in	 
w aste reduction. 

•		You	may	start	new	programmes	such	as	composting,	as	a	result	of	the	
findings and reports your exercise will generate. this adds to your path of 
edging towards smart living.

FAcTs To consiDer  
on the subject of Food Waste: 

•	The	global	volume	of	food	wastage	is	
estimated at 1.6 billion tons of “primary 
product equivalents.” total food wastage 
for the edible part of this amounts to 1.3 
billion tons.  
•	The	carbon	footprint	for	the	wastage	
is estimated at 3.3 billion tons of co², 
equivalent to ghg released into the 
atmosphere per year. 
•	Similarly,	1.4	billion	hectares	of	land	
- 28 percent of the world’s agricultural 
area - is used annually to produce food 
that is lost or wasted.
•	A	low	percentage	of	all	food	wastage	
is composted: much of it ends up in 
landfills, and represents a large part 
of municipal solid waste. methane 
emissions from landfills represents one 
of the largest sources of ghg emissions 
from the waste sector. 
•	Home	 composting	 can	 potentially	
divert up to 150 kilograms of food 
waste per household per year from local 
collection authorities.

Courtesy: Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the UN

comPosTinG 
another form of recycling restaurants 
or hotels may consider is composting. 
organic waste, such as food waste, is 
biodegraded and turned into valuable 
fertiliser. composting is good for 
businesses in that it will reduce the 
amount of solid waste that ends up in 
the bin and, most importantly, when 
it is used in a garden environment, it 
fertilises the soil.

movIng towarDS reDucIng fooD waSte: 
A Management Plan Idea 

 remember to evaluate anD Plan accorDIng to your 
requIrementS anD neeDS 

 monItor your ProgreSS monthly, at leaSt   

 eDucate anD traIn your Staff to get theIr buy-In 

 rewarD anD motIvate your Staff regularly 

 SPreaD the worD on fooD waSte management, for 
InStance, to your SuPPlIerS , InDuStry anD other 
SImIlar buSIneSSeS 
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The PALACE GROUP SMART METERING TECHNOLOGY 
is offering you a solution to achieve your goals and more.

WHaT IT DOES
4

4

Provision of real time and accurate billing of consumption of electricity and/or water

Prevention of losses in revenues by detecting leaks and/or bypass activities on a real time basis

bEnEfITS TO YOur cuSTOmErS (EnD uSErS)
4

4

4

They pay for only what they have used and thus remain in charge of their consumption and, subsequently, their bills 

Easy on-the-go vending and access to their information through the internet 

Transparency

bEnEfITS TO THE uTIlITY, bODY cOrpOraTE, munIcIpalITY 
anD prOpErTY OWnEr

4

4

4

4

Revenue enhancement, management and protection 

customer and infrastructure management

Effective and efficient management of energy 

reduced operating and maintenance costs

arE YOu a prOpErTY DEvElOpEr, munIcIpalITY, uTIlITY Or

bODY cOrpOraTE lOOkIng fOr SmarT TEcHnOlOgY 
fOr ElEcTrIcITY anD WaTEr managEmEnT? 



bankablE   

PROTECTS REvENUES ANd REdUCES/ 
ELIMINATES LOSSES

prOfITablE   

ENHANCES REvENUE

anD IS SuSTaInablE 

go with the smart technology that is 

a
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800 000

400 000

0
Jan feb mar apr may

acTual rEvEnuE TrackIng Of a munIcIpalITY: The graph shows an upward trend in revenue collection. In 
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Pioneering new ways to find our future



o f f - g R I d  s o L a r
lIghtIng afRIca fRom thE bottom Up

dESpItE SomE pRogRESS, accESS to ElEctRIcIty 
In afRIca REmaInS a pIpEdREam to moSt. It IS  
EStImatEd that 75 pERcEnt of thE SUb-SahaRan 
popUlatIon – 600 mIllIon pEoplE – RElIES  
on kERoSEnE, candlES, chaRcoal, and othER 
potEntIally haRmfUl EnERgy SoURcES foR 
hEatIng, lIghtIng, and cookIng. off-gRId 
SolaR IS bRIngIng mUch nEEdEd changE whIlSt 
cREatIng jobS and booStIng local EconomIES.

by miriAm mAnnAk
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TAnzAniA’s ONE MILLION 
HOMEs INITIATIvE
together with the tanzanian government, off 
grid Electric has embarked on a mission to 
electrify one million tanzanian homes over 
the next three years. the partnership hopes 
to create 15 000 solar jobs in the process.

“we know tanzanians will flourish with  
access to clean and reliable light and 
electricity,” said tanzanian president, jakaya  
kikwete, during the drive’s launch in 
february 2015. “In partnership with off grid 
Electric, our country can lead the way toward 
universal energy access by 2030.”

currently, 86 percent of tanzanian people  
depend on kerosene and candles for lighting 
and heating. 
more info: http://offgrid-electric.com

In thE developed world, the evenings 
tend to be shorter whilst the days last 
longer – much longer – than in the 
developing South. In most parts of 
africa, for instance, life pretty much 
stops after the sun goes down. world 
bank figures show that three out of 
four people in the sub-Saharan don’t 
have the luxury of flicking a switch 
after the night settles in. Instead, 
they have to make do with charcoal, 
kerosene, candles, and fossil-fuel 
powered stopgap technologies to 
light up their homes, cook their food, 
and charge their cellphones. 

the implications of this scenario 
go beyond not having a warm meal 
at the end of the day or a hot shower 
in the morning. the world health 
organisation (who) estimates that 
the fumes and soot produced by 
indoor fires and kerosene lamps 
contribute to over 4.3 million deaths 
worldwide. additionally, 50 percent 
of global premature deaths among 
young children (under the age of five) 
are attributed to pneumonia due to 
indoor open fires. most of them live  
in africa. women are at risk of indoor 
air pollution, too; they simply spend 
more time at home compared to men. 

tHE off-grId SolAr proMISE

Renewable energy is bringing much-
needed change. off-grid innovations 
- in particular products that provide 
clean energy without requiring the 
recipient to be connected to his or 
her country’s electricity grid - play a 
significant role, shows a recent study 
by the world bank group’s lighting 
global program, bloomberg new 
Energy finance, and the global  
off-grid lighting association. 

the data suggests that off-grid 
solar is successfully addressing the 
problem of energy poverty in africa. 
“these products have improved the 
energy access for an estimated  
89 million people in africa and asia, 
and provide enough power to lift 21 

”

“ In Kenya, more 
than 30 percent 
of people lIvIng  
off the grId have 
a solar product 
at home.

Green rePorT
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million individuals to the first rung of 
the energy ladder,” the off-grid Solar 
market trends 2016 Report reveals. 

the researchers add that the number  
of households relying on off-grid solar  
as a primary or secondary energy 
source is expected to rise from 25  
million in 2015 to 99 million in the next 
four years. of these, 44 million will be 
in africa. this makes the continent one 
of the world’s most powerful off-grid 
solar markets.

besides providing people with much- 
needed electricity, off-grid solar 
technology is a very viable business 
venture, one which stimulates local  
economies and provides job 
opportunities. the bloomberg/world 
bank report suggests that $276 million 
was invested in the global off-grid solar 
industry last year, a 15-fold increase 
from 2013. this figure is expected to 
grow further, to $3.1 billion, by 2020. 

africa, once again, takes the cake. 
“kenya, tanzania and Ethiopia are 
africa’s leading markets, accounting 
for 66 percent of all [off-grid solar] 

sales in the [sub-Saharan] region. In 
kenya, more than 30 percent of people 
living off the grid have a solar product  
at home,” the authors write. “pioneers 
have helped to create a vibrant 
market... from a near-standing start 
less than ten years ago, more than 100 
companies are now actively focusing on 
stand-alone solar lanterns and home 
system kits, targeted at those without 
modern energy access. by mid-2015 
they had sold 20 million branded  
pico-solar products (defined as having  
a solar panel smaller than 10w),  
mainly portable lights.”

CoMpEtINg WItH kEroSENE

m-kopa is one of africa’s many off-grid 
solar companies. meaning “m-lending” 
in Swahili, this venture was founded 
four years ago and is involved in 
installing off-grid solar home kits in 
private homes. the m-kopa Iv Solar 
home system comprises an 8w solar 
panel, two lEd light bulbs with cables 

and switches, one lEd portable and 
rechargeable torch, a phone charging 
USb device with five connections, and 
one rechargeable radio.  

co-founder, chad larson, explains 
that m-kopa’s products are paid off in 
small amounts via cellphone payment 
methods like m-pesa. “customers pay 
us via their cellphones at a rate of $0.40 
per day. this is approximately ten cents 
less than the average daily kerosene 
expenditures in East africa,” he says. 
“once someone has paid off the value 
of his or her system, it is theirs to  
keep. this takes approximately a year.”

to prevent non-payment, m-kopa’s 
home kits are fitted with a wireless 
switch that is connected to a 
customer’s phone. “when someone 
doesn’t pay in time, the lights go 
off. once they start paying again via 
their phone, the power comes back on 
automatically,” larson continues. 

he adds that the demand for off-grid 
solar systems in East africa – where 
one fifth of the population has access 
to electricity – is huge. “we are adding 
500 new customers to our database 
every day, the bulk of which lives in 
kenya,” he says. “we are servicing one 
in every twenty kenyan households 
at the moment, so yes, solar is a good 
business venture in East africa.” 

“ kenya ,  tanzanIa anD eth IoPIa are afr Ica’S  
leaDIng marketS, accountIng for 66 Percent  
of all [off-grID Solar] SaleS In the regIon.”
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not being able to turn on the light after 
sunset has far-reaching implications, 
particularly in africa.  
•	Thirty	percent	of	clinics	and	hospitals	
in sub-Saharan africa, which serve 
approximately 255 million people, do  
not have access to electricity. this  
means that life-saving and often simple 
operations, examinations, and proce- 
dures can’t be performed. these, after  
all, require proper lighting.
•	Studies	have	found	that	maternal	and	
child mortality in africa can be reduced  
by up to 70 percent with the provision  
of even minimal lighting and medical 
devices at night. 
•	Vaccines	and	medication,	which	require	 
to be kept in a fridge, can’t be stored 
properly without electricity and can lose 
their effectiveness as a result. around 60 
percent of health centre refrigerators in 
kenya are thought to have inconsistent 
power supplies.
•	Without	electricity,	healthcare	facilities	
can’t power laboratory equipment, ultra- 
sound and X-ray machines, and incubators. 
this jeopardises patients’ health.
•	A	2016	report	by	the	World	Health	
organisation (‘burning opportunity: clean 
household Energy for health, Sustainable 
development, and wellbeing of women 
and children’) suggests that girls that  
live in sub-Saharan african households  
that make use of polluting cookstoves, 
spend 18 hours per week collecting fuel  
or water, while boys spend 15 hours.  
this impairs their schooling. “In homes 
mainly using cleaner stoves and fuels, 
girls spend only 5 hours weekly collecting 
fuel or water, and boys just 2 hours.”
•	A	2014	report	by	the	United	Nations	
(Electricity and education: the benefits, 
barriers, and recommendations for 

achieving the electrification of primary  
and secondary schools) shows that thou- 
sands of school children in Uganda are 
forced to study in bed with a candle on the 
edge of their headboards, inducing fires  
and thousands of burn-related accidents.
•	The	UN	suggests	that	90	million	 
primary school students in sub-Saharan 
africa regularly attend schools without 
electricity. this has major consequences: 
“lighting can enable classes to be taught  
early in the morning or late at night. 
Electricity access facilitates the introduc- 
tion of information technology into 
the classroom, such as computers and 
televisions. Electrified schools can enable 
principals to recruit and retain better 
qualified teachers, and have been 
correlated with improvements on both 
test scores and graduation rates.”
•	Countries	where	less	than	80	percent	
of the population systematically does 
not have access to energy, suffer from 
reduced gdp per capita growth rates. 
“without access to reliable electricity 
from the grid, many businesses must 
run diesel generators to keep their 
operations functioning,” says the onE 
campaign, an international drive to fight  
poverty in the developing world and africa  
in particular, on its website. “pulling 
energy from a generator costs some- 
where between three and six times what 
electricity from the grid costs world-wide.  
businesses cannot grow, neither can 
new jobs be created or critical services 
provided, without affordable and reliable 
access to lighting and power.”

[  THE IMPLICATIONs Of ENERGY POvERTY IN AfRICA  ]

pAy-AS-yoU-go SolAr

as stated above, m-kopa is just one of  
the many companies that are rolling out 
off-grid solar products and systems in  
africa. another one is off grid Electric. 
with operations in tanzania and  
Rwanda, the venture has become one 
of the leading players in East africa’s 
pay-as-you-go solar energy industry. 

after the installation of the so-called 
m-power systems, customers pay for 
the use of the generated energy by 
sending off grid Electric a mobile 
payment. “when we receive your 
cellphone payment, we automatically 
provide you with a password, which 
has to be entered into the system’s 
meter for you to activate the service,” 
explains co-founder Xavier helgesen, 
adding that the minimum payment is 
for one day, but any higher amount 
paid is automatically prorated to the 
appropriate time period. “when time 
runs out, the system is automatically 
disabled until it is topped up again.”

the objective of off grid Electric is  
to find solutions for East africa’s low  
electrification rates, and the many 
problems associated with energy 
poverty. In the meantime, the venture 
is contributing to job creation. “we 
currently have a thousand full-time  
employees, including sales staff”, says  
Xavier. “we hire predominantly 
graduates of local universities. In 
tanzania, we are hiring 60 new staff  
members every month, or so. this 
means there is a sense of local 
ownership and involvement.”

Xavier agrees with larson that  
off-grid solar in africa, besides being  
a powerful electrification tool and 
employer, is a viable business 
opportunity – despite the fact that 
customers typically tend to be poor. 

“we started in 2012, and are  
growing at a rate of 10 000 new house- 
holds per month. that growth rate is 
starting to increase quite quickly,” he 
says. “the demand is certainly there. 
that is not an issue. the issue is how to 
deliver it to them. this makes off-grid 
solar a great business opportunity.”

Green rePorT
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caRbon cAlculATor: your action to stay Green

the purpose of this app is to allow individuals to calculate their 
respective carbon footprint easily, empowering them to take action 
and protect the environment.

more information: 
www.africangreenelements.com



Download 
the APP from 
the AnDroiD 

sTore

dESIGNEd ANd ENGINEEREd BY                                             FOR AGE

www.palacegroup.co.za 

more information: 
www.africangreenelements.com
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cARBon neUtRAL

africa’s Greenest 
schooLs

electrIcIty acceSS In afrIca remaInS a challenge, 
wIth the majorIty of the PoPulatIon relyIng on 
charcoal ,  keroSene , anD canDleS .  SchoolS are 
not exemPt from energy Poverty: the un eStImateS 
that 90 Percent of afrIcan chIlDren are enrolleD  
In SchoolS that Do not have Power. Some facIlItIeS 
are takIng the matter Into theIr own hanDS.

by miriAm mAnnAk
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SomalIland, a breakaway territory 
north of Somalia, is one of the poorest 
and least electrified regions in africa. 
official data shows that less than 30 
percent of households are connected to  
the grid. Usage rates are much lower. 
most people in Somaliland who are 
connected, simply can’t afford the 
power it supplies. data by the world 
bank shows that an average person 
living in Somaliland earns $347 per year,  
or $29 per month. that is less than per  
capita incomes in malawi, the democratic 
Republic of the congo, and burundi.

Instead of using electricity, most 
people resort to charcoal. “ninety-nine 
percent of the people in my country use 
charcoal for heating and cooking,” says 
mohamed omar. as a physics teacher  
at the SoS hg Sheikh Secondary School 

he has a keen interest in sustainability. 
“an average household uses four bags 
of charcoal per month, which costs $20. 
Some people use gas, but that is more 
expensive than charcoal. gas costs $30 
per cylinder.”

tHE prICE of CHArCoAl

the use of charcoal comes at a hefty 
price, omar explains: “charcoal is bad 
for people’s health and causes disease 
and death.”

his statement resonates in a plethora 
of reports around the implications of 
soot and fumes caused by kerosene 
lamps and open wood or charcoal fires. 
a 2016 survey by the world health 
organisation (burning opportunity: 
clean household Energy for health, 
Sustainable development, and well-
being of women and children), for 
instance, suggests that household air 
pollution kills 4.3 million people per 
year, globally. most deaths occur in 
africa and asia. 

“household air pollution accounts 
for 25 percent of all [global] deaths 
from stroke, 15 percent of deaths from 
heart disease, 17 percent of deaths 
from lung cancer, and more than 33  
percent of all deaths from chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease in  
low- and middle-income countries,” 
the authors write. 

besides the abovementioned and 
other health implications, the use of 
charcoal is associated with various 
environmental challenges including 
deforestation. “one bag of charcoal 
equals three trees,” explains omar. 
“this has a massive impact on soil 
erosion and it fuels climate change, to 
which we are already prone as it is.”

the above and other energy related  
issues persuaded omar and his 
colleagues to turn their school, which 
accommodates some 300 children,  
into a carbon neutral institution  
that is self-sufficient in terms of clean  
energy, and plays a role in climate  
change awareness.

Green issues

01  a complete wind turbine, courtesy of waterford Swaziland

02  Students helping technicians set solar security lamp, courtesy  

of of SoS Somaliland School
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Waterford kamhlaba uWc in swaziland and sos HG sheikh secondary 
school in somaliland might be Africa’s high-flyers in terms of their drives 
towards carbon neutrality, but they are not the only ones. Across the 
continent, primary and high schools are doing their bit to provide local 
solutions to local sustainability and environmental issues.

MorE AfrICAN SCHoolS  

tAnz AniA – kIRya SEcondaRy School

Situated in tanzania’s kilimanjaro region, and part of a network of 
green sister schools (makomu and kileo), kirya’s sustainability drive 
dates back to 2006 when teachers and students started planting trees 
and watering them themselves from a nearby dam. this required them  
filling and carrying buckets of water twice a day. tree planting activities 
continue to this day with two objectives; providing shade and cooling  
of the microclimate, and teaching the students the importance of living 
organisms, nature conservation, and environmental sustainability.

01

soMALiA –
  thE abaaRSo School of  
ScIEncE and tEchnology

located in the northwest, this co-ed boarding school has installed a 
20kw wind turbine and two diesel generators with micro-grid controls. 
other future sustainability plans include the construction of a 15kw 
solar pv system and integrating it with the existing micro-grid, while 
introducing 3.3w solar powered light/USb charger units around the 
campus and houses in the village (99 in the school, 150 in the village). 
abaarso, in due course, will also add 150 solar-powered lights on the road  
to the school and install 10 solar-powered refrigeration units in the village.

rwAnDA –  thE montESSoRI EaRth School

located in Rwanda’s capital of kigali, the montessori Earth School is  
transforming its urban campus into one of the greenest schools in  
Rwanda by reducing its carbon footprint. power at the facility is generated 
from the sun, and energy usage is minimised through the installation 
of lEd lighting. Rainwater is harvested in drums for irrigation, waste is  
recycled or composted, and a small vegetable garden has been planted.  
two years ago, the Earth School took the green Schools alliance’s 
climate champion level pledge, aiming to reduce the school’s carbon 
footprint by at least 30 percent within five years, and achieve carbon 
neutrality by 2020.

GhAnA –  mfantSIpIm School

founded in 1876 on ghana’s cape coast, mfantsipim is one of the 
oldest schools in ghana. while it was established by missionaries, the 
facility accepts students form all religious backgrounds. over the past 
few years, the school has produced various notable persons of repute, 
including former United nations Secretary, kofi annan. In terms of 
sustainability, the school intends to build a small solar pv plant, and 
install a biodigester for cooking gas, to meet its energy needs. like in 
Somaliland, the bulk of ghanaians depend on charcoal, which is fuel-
ling deforestation and pollution by at least 30 percent within five years, 
and achieve carbon neutrality by 2020.
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mohamEd omaR, physics teacher at SoS hg Sheikh Secondary School.

one bag of charcoal equalS three 
treeS. thIS haS a maSSIve ImPact on SoIl 
eroSIon anD It fuelS clImate change, to 
whIch we are alreaDy Prone aS It IS.

“
”

Green issues

03        crown prince court - abu dhabi

04        SoS hg Sheikh Secondary School  
receiving prize

05/06     Zayed future Energy prize
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tHE poWEr of CoW dUNg

“we have put up solar panels for hot 
water and our security system, and we 
are in the process of installing a biodi-
gester to convert cow dung into gas,” he 
says. “we will use this gas for cooking 
instead of charcoal. we aim to produce 
12m³ of gas per day. what we don’t use 
will be sold to surrounding households  
at 70 percent cheaper than the gas 
available in the stores. cattle owners 
who are giving us the dung will get gas 
for free.”

the money SoS hg Sheikh  
Secondary plans to save on charcoal 
purchases will be used to start a  
scholarship programme. omar; “this 
will enable us to increase the number  
of pupils. Educating younger genera-
tions is key to Somaliland’s future.”

on the other side of the continent,  
in the tiny kingdom of Swaziland, the  
waterford kamhlaba United world 
college is on a similar mission.  
accommodating 600 youngsters from 
over 50 different countries, including 
Swaziland, the school recently won  
the 2015 Zayed future Energy prize for  
its plans to become a carbon-neutral 

mIkE doylE,  
Eco-estate manager at waterford kamhlaba United world college.

the country IS PurchaSIng 90 
Percent of ItS energy from South 
afr Ica .  hyDro IS reSPonSIble for 
the remaInIng 10 Percent.

“
”
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facility and a regional leader in  
environmental awareness.

the prize of $100 000 is assisting the 
school with the installation of geyser 
timers to minimise water use, and the 
construction of a solar photovoltaics 
plant and a small wind turbine. 

“In our drive towards carbon  
neutrality, we installed a 22kw solar 
plant as part of a planned 700kw  
plus storage photovoltaic (pv) system.  
we want to be carbon neutral and com- 
pletely off the grid by the year 2020,” 
says eco-estate manager, mike doyle. 

SUStAINABlE  
BEHAvIoUrAl CHANgE

he adds that waterford intends to feed 
surplus energy into the grid via a  
feed-in tariff system. “this will enable  
the college to create an income stream 
during our holiday periods, when 
everyone is away and our energy usage 
is low.”

apart from generating income for 
the school, feeding energy back into 
the national grid is good for Swaziland 
itself, says doyle. “the country is  
purchasing 90 percent of its energy 
from South africa. hydro is responsible  
for the remaining 10 percent,” he 
explains. “the drought is hurting the 
dams and as a result, the water levels 
are too low to supply the country’s hydro 
plants. the country needs energy.”

the construction of a biodigester  
to produce gas for cooking is also on  
the agenda, doyle explains; “this  
biodigester will run on waste from the 
sugar cane and logging sector. we  
will grow bamboo to add to that.”

the last priority is incorporating 
sustainability into waterford’s  
curriculum. “two years ago, the school’s 
new headmaster wanted to make  
sustainability a priority, so at the 
moment, we are working on a complete 
redesign of our curriculum,” says  
doyle. “we are, in the meantime, also  
trying to change the behaviour of our  
students, to make them more aware of  
how their actions are hurting or helping  
the environment. that is sometimes 
challenging, but we are managing.”

07   waterford student receiving the 2015 Zayed future Energy 
prize for its plans to become a carbon-neutral facility and  
a regional leader in environmental awareness 

08 waterford students on the solar roof

while the rate of global deforestation has declined by 50 percent 
over the past 25 years, the food and agriculture organization 
(fao) remains concerned. Its global forest Resources 
assessment 2015 reveals that 129 million hectares of forest – a 
stretch of land the size of South africa – has been lost due  
to deforestation since 1990. the report notes that africa had one  
of the highest net annual losses of forests between 2010 and  
2015 (2.8 million hectares). this is a problem, said fao director-
general, josé graziano da Silva, when the report was launched 
last year. “[forests] deliver vital environmental services such as  
clean air and water, the conservation of biodiversity and combating 
climate change... we will not succeed in reducing the impact of  
climate change and promoting sustainable development if we do  
not preserve our forests and sustainably use the many resources 
they offer us.”

DEfOREsTATION 
& CLIMATE CHANGE

courtesy of waterford Swaziland
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whEn lUpIta nyong’o, Emma watSon  
and maRgot RobbIE StEppEd onto  
thE REd caRpEt at thIS yEaR’S mEt  
gala In nEw yoRk wEaRIng dESIgnER  
gownS madE fRom REcyclEd plaStIc,  
It waS wIdEly agREEd that thEy had  
pUt SUStaInablE dESIgn and faShIon  
Into thE SpotlIght. watSon’S dRESS,  
by calvIn klEIn and Eco agE, waS  
madE fRom nEwlIfE fabRIc, wovEn  
fRom REcyclEd plaStIc.

nyong’o and Robbie’s dresses were 
already in production, and watson 
challenged calvin klein to incorporate 
sustainable elements into these gowns 
too… but, don’t make the mistake of 
thinking that this is just the latest fad 
in an industry, built on trends coming 
and going at six-week intervals. 

“this is not a growing trend, this is  
part of the evolution of man,” said  
dio kurazawa, director of denim at  
global fashion trends company, wgSn.  
“Specifically, finding solutions to  
issues plaguing mankind has always 
resulted in innovations that changed  
the world and the way we do things  
for the better. this is not truly a trend,  
but more so part of our way of life as  
global citizens.” 

by VAnessA clArk
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the environmental and social impact 
it may have throughout its total life 
span, including its ‘carbon footprint’.”

This is a fairly wide remit, 
encompassing everything from raw 
materials, to fabric production, 
farmer and employee payments and 
conditions, manufacturing methods, 
garment care and, finally, the disposal 
or reuse of the item of clothing.  

WHERE TO START?

South African-based Hemporium’s 
Chief Executive, Tony Budden, advises 
that companies view sustainability as 
a journey. “Do it step by step. Don’t 
put too much pressure on yourself to 
be 100 percent ‘green’ or sustainable, 
as it just isn’t an option yet. Set your 
intentions, use what is available to you, 
and make the next step when you can.”

Kenyan and South African-based 
Lalesso’s Director, Alice Heusser, 
agrees; “To be an ethical company you 
don’t have to tick all the boxes, doing 
something is better than doing nothing 
at all and ignoring the problems in 
this industry. Building an ethical 
company is a journey - so enjoy it and 
take it step by step.”

WGSN’s Kurazawa believes that 
both consumers and designers care 
most about tangible issues where 
they can see the impact where people 

• Thirty-three percent believe they 
can have the greatest impact on sus-
tainability when sourcing materials 
and manufacturing

• Nearly 30 percent believe that online 
sales are the best route to market for 
sustainable fashion brands

This is the inspiration edition of 
AGE, so we set out to explore what 
is happening in the local sustainable 
fashion world today, with a view to 
understanding what it takes to grow 
a fashion brand that has 
eco-consciousness instilled at its core.

First, a definition. According to 
Wikipedia; “Sustainable fashion is 
part of the larger trend of sustainable 
design where a product is created 
and produced with consideration to 

Kurazawa credits millennials 
with driving brands to increase their 
conservation and sustainability 
efforts. These range from the use of 
sustainable and recycled fabrics, to 
measuring their impact on people 
and the environment, and developing 
innovative machinery, chemicals and 
monitoring software to reduce the 
impact the clothing industry has on 
the environment.

According to a recent global survey 
by the Ethical Fashion Forum of the 
participants in a sustainable fashion 
course: 

• Ninety-five percent believe 
sustainability is very important to the 
fashion industry

• More than 40 percent feel that 
working conditions and human rights 
are top priority

• Twenty-one percent believe that 
social issues will shape the future of 
the fashion industry.

95%

40%+

21%

33%

30%

“ TO BE AN ETHICAL COMPANY YOU 
DON’T HAVE TO TICK ALL THE BOXES, 
DOING SOMETHING IS BETTER THAN 
DOING NOTHING AT ALL AND IGNORING 
THE PROBLEMS IN THIS INDUSTRY.”

GREEN TRENDS
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has more than 70 factory workers, 
more than 300 local employees, and  
protects over 500 000 acres of  
savannah in a crucial wildlife corridor.  
Its customers include puma, aSoS  
and lalesso.

CAUSE-BASEd

cape town designer, hendrik 
vermeulen, teamed up with the I am  
water ocean conservation trust to  
create a range of couture and ready- 
to-wear lines that raise awareness of  
the effect of human activity on water  
ecosystems. 

In addition, the company uses 
sustainable material such as cotton, 
linen, wool and the silks, as a way  
to avoid unnecessary pollution and  
impact on the planet’s vital  resources,  
such as water and air. 

“It became clear after a few months  
of the company’s development that  
we wouldn’t be happy to walk over  
our ethics, or to turn a blind eye to the  
extreme polluting impact the clothing  
industry has on our environment  
worldwide,” said vermeulen. 

one of the biggest challenges 
companies face is sourcing 
sustainable fabric locally. “the main  
challenge is access to wonderful, 
sustainable substrates and fabrics.  

are concerned, especially after the  
Rana plaza disaster in 2013. 
“consumers were forced to consider 
the true cost of such goods, while 
designers consider their contribution  
to such issues. the impact on factory  
workers is certainly the more relatable 
concern, as it’s quite difficult for both  
consumers and designers to feel the  
slight shifts in climate change, marine  
life, melting glaciers and air quality,”  
he said.

Indeed, initiatives such as fashion 
Revolution encourage consumers to  
demand greater transparency from  
the brands they support.

 

pEoplE fIrSt

cape town-based non-profit organisa- 
tion, learn to Earn, has trained more  
than 11 500 people in basic sewing, 
production line and business skills -  
all with a focus on sustainability, by 
producing corporate gifts, conference 
bags and clothing from old advertising 
banners, umbrellas and fabric off-
cuts that would typically have been 
dumped. the organisation wants to 
eradicate unemployment and other 
legacies of injustice in South africa. 
the endeavour is especially pertinent 
in the western cape, where a once 
thriving garment industry was all but  
destroyed in the 1990s thanks to the  

world trade organisation’s free 
market policies, opening local markets  
to cheap imports.

Similarly, johannesburg-based 
designer, greer kyle dennison, com- 
bines high-fashion clothing design  
and manufacturing with a skills 
development programme covering 
the tools and materials used in the 
production of a complete garment 
range. one of the trainees now works  
on the greerkyle range.

AddINg WIldlIfE INto  
tHE pAttErN

based in rural kenya, wildlife works  
is the only carbon neutral, fair trade 
factory, operating with a mission to  
protect wildlife. born from the 
realisation that the only way to break  
the unsustainable cycle of violence 
between poachers, wildlife rangers 
and local communities was to create a  
market-based solution to conservation, 
founder mike korchinsky knew that  
sustainable jobs could replace 
poaching. by selling fair trade fashion 
and REdd+ carbon credits to the rest  
of the world, jobs are created and 
profits go towards wildlife and forestry  
protection programmes, and 
community development projects. 
founded in 1999, today wildlife works  p
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Green TrenDs

these also come with a cost implica- 
tion which has been exacerbated  
by the exchange rate fluctuations,”  
said anneleigh jacobsen, who heads  
up marketing and business strategy 
for veldt, an eco-conscious lifestyle  
brand designed to bring the simplicity  
and beauty of nature’s design into  
everyday life.

In its drive to use sustainable fabrics  
from local partners, one of the  
suppliers veldt turns to is hemporium,  
a company that is spearheading the  
revival of hemp as an industrial crop  
in South africa. hemporium, founded  
in 1996, showcases the uses of the  
environmentally-friendly hemp plant  
by creating a range of products, inclu- 

ding clothing, accessories, nutrition 
and body-care products.

“by using hemp we are minimising 
the use of pesticides, water, herbicides, 
energy and land, and producing 
products that are healthy and durable,” 
said budden. “we knew that this would 
be a great product for South africa, 
especially if we grew it locally. we 
knew we had to change perceptions 
towards this plant, as so many see it  
as the ‘devil’s weed’, instead of god’s  
green gift, so we used the products to 
educate people, and started lobbying  
the government to allow us to grow  
it locally.”

BAlANCINg ACt

on the one hand, it is clear that anyone 
launching a sustainable design brand 
is going to need to balance their 
ethics with the reality of operating 
sustainably, given the practicalities  
of where they are based. on the other,  
the business also needs to be 
sustainable on the balance sheets in  
order to survive. this means finding 
the right price point that covers both  
the premium you may be paying for  
operating sustainably, and keeps your  
products affordable.

“It’s a delicate balancing act to keep  
to our natural principles, especially 

when consumers can go into any of the  
chain stores in South africa and buy 
alternate products, which are much 
cheaper because they are not using 
sustainable, natural substrates and  
small, individual producers. If you  
source from the mainstream global  
giants, your costs are much lower,”  
said veldt’s jacobsen.

lise kuhle of Eco Smart,  which 
manufactures beautiful, functional 
products from recovered plastic waste,  
is firmly against a ‘green premium’  
on sustainable products and an ‘ag,  
shame’ shop when it comes to 
community development work. “make  
sure you have a product that sells 
independently, at the right price point, 
to compete with the market’s existing 
non-sustainable competitors. Use the 
sustainability angle to close the sale,  
not to open it,” she said. “our products  
compete on an even playing field on  
price and quality - not on the story  
behind it.”

lalesso’s heusser said; “we have 
noticed that no matter how ethical  
or sustainable a product is, if it isn’t a  
sellable product people still won’t buy 
it. we find that most people will pay 
a small premium for ethical clothing, 
but generally speaking the main 
factor that comes into consideration 
is still what it looks like.” p
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one thing is clear, aware consumers 
loyally support sustainable, quality 
brands. however, the brand needs to  
both tell its sustainability story, and  
educate the general consumer. kuhle  
agrees that it is essential to promote  
the great, sustainable work being  
done behind the scenes. 

veldt’s jacobsen concurs; “If you are  
going to build a brand on a sustainable 
platform, this must be the core of  
the brand message, otherwise you’re  
doing that classic thing of winking in  
the dark; you know what you’re doing,  
but no-one else does, so you can’t  
charge for it! Especially for small  
businesses, the core idea of your  
sustainability needs to be communica- 
ted in everything and everywhere to 
ensure potential consumers  
understand what you stand for, and 
why you are more expensive than 
others. If you don’t tell them clearly 
what they are paying for, they won’t  
buy it.”

prICE vErSUS CoSt 

“Sustainable products generally have  
a slightly higher price, as they are  
made with integrity and without taking 
shortcuts such as using inferior 
materials, abusing staff and raping  
the planet,” said budden. “there  
is a major difference between ‘price’  
and ‘cost’ though. a lot of ‘cheap’ 
products actually have a massive cost  
to our planet by way of pollution, un- 
healthiness, or human rights abuses.  

obviously, as the natural and organic 
industry reaches economies  
of scale, the prices will come down.  
the more we all support the  
companies that are making the effort 
to produce sustainable products, the 
cheaper their products will become.”

a final word of advice comes from  
joyce hu, director of creative and  
business development, Retail at 
wildlife works; “Stick to your values 
and don’t give in to the pitfalls, 
shortcuts and the non-transparency 
of the fashion industry machine!”

and consumers? Remember that up  
to two-thirds of the environmental 
impact of a garment happens while 
it is being used; so rethink your 
washing, drying and detergent habits.

Hemporium - www.hemporium.co.za
lalesso - www.lalesso.com
learn to earn - www.learntoearn.org.za
Greerkyle - www.greerkyle.com
Wildlife Works - www.wildlifeworks.com
Hendrik Vermeulen – www.hendrikvermeulen.com
Veldt – www.veldt.co.za
eco smart - www.shwe.co.za   

LINKs

“ StIck to your valueS anD Don’t gIve In to the 
PItfallS, ShortcutS anD the non-tranSParency 
of the faShIon InDuStry machIne.”
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What it does:
Switches off non-essential loads such as geysers and air 
conditioners.

Benefits to the user:
	 n    Reduction of electricity bill for consumers
	 n    As consumers you reduce carbon emissions

interested in controlling your non-essential loads?

Speak with one of our qualified sales and engineering professionals 
to get a quote on this product. 

Email: switch@palacegroup.co.za

load switch
system
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aS the worlD’S SuStaInabIlIty focuS 
contInueS to grow, Some PaSSIonate 
‘greentrePreneurS’ are SucceSSfully 
makIng a lIvIng by emPloyIng a green 
lIfeStyle. from reclaImeD furnIture, to  
rePurPoSeD bIllboarDS, lanDScaPIng, 
anD SavIng anImalS from extInctIon, 
theSe green PeoPle are lIvIng examPleS 
that green can be lucratIve too.

GREEN PEOPLE

by rAyniQue Ducie

•	  build a business around seemingly useless but 
abundant materials. 

•		Think	out	of	several	boxes.	
•			Educate	yourself,	familiarise	yourself	with	 

sustainable industry practices.
•		Patent	your	inventions.	
•		Find	and	connect	with	kindred	spirits.	
•		Educate	buyers	about	green	products.	
•		help other businesses implement sustainable practices. 
•		Develop	the	green	mind-set	among	your	employees.
•			Aim	for	inclusive	growth,	striving	for	sustainable	

development for local communities and the country  
as a whole. 

•			Put	people	first;	humans	are	the	most	important	
resource of any business. 

1 0 w ayS TO BECOME A  
GREENTREPRENEUR

(according to Inquirer.net)

WE ARE IN THE 
GREEN BUSINESS
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callon-RaE gaynoR

this siDe up
young callon-Rae founded this Side Up  
to offer the market creative and unique 
furniture, while furthering sustainability  
by repurposing old wood and pallets. 
from artisanal lounge suites and other 
indoor furniture, to patio furniture, 
pool loungers and contemporary style 
accessories, this Side Up’s bespoke, 
upcycled furniture is proudly made in 
South africa. 

“our furniture is about transforma-
tion,” confirms callon-Rae. “we will  
take an aged worn pallet or reclaimed 
timber plank and turn it into a new 
functional and decorative item, while 
maintaining the unique character which 
makes recycled wood so special. Some 
of our pieces celebrate the rough, edgy 
character of the material, while others 
are crafted with softer urban industrial 
accents. our designs balance crisp  
modern linear lines with weathered 
organic features” 

according to callon-Rae, wooden 
pallets have long been vital to shipping 
processes. this results in an abundance  
of wasted or discarded pallets, that  
are perfectly suitable to create a piece  
of furniture that is bound to become a 

talking point in any home. In addition, 
timber prices are soaring and deforest-
ation is a rising concern. “yet thousands 
of tons of perfectly usable wood are 
dumped in landfills every year. this Side 
Up demonstrates how salvaged pallets  
and other discarded wood can be 
upcycled, rescued if you want, to create 
truly one–of–a-kind contemporary or 
traditional pieces of furniture.” 

although all wood is unique,  
displaying organic characteristics, 
callon-Rae believes that pallets and 
other reclaimed wood are particularly 
special. “this wood adds to that a  

patina, if you will, of experience. they 
are weathered; they are distressed; 
they are aged - but they are far from 
tired. they have served a purpose, and 
are ready for more. they portray an  
enduring charm and timeless character 
in a way that shiny new things cannot. 

building refined items with rough-
sawn wood may take some skill, but 
this Side Up’s approach is to embrace 
the character of the wood rather than 
fight it. “when we are working with 
rough uneven boards we allow our 
designs to have an organic rather than 
regimental feel and this is portrayed  
in each finished piece. we like to show 
off the origins of the material rather 
than hide it.” 

what could me more satisfying than 
knowing that your latest mirror, frame 
or coffee table has been regenerated 
from something that could have spent 
the rest of its lifespan on a landfill?

www.thissideupwoodfurniture.co.za

Green PeoPle
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maIphEpI lEkalakala, jUanIta van dER mERwE  
& InnocEntIa motSUmI 

LittLe Green numBer
winner of the proudly South african 
category at the 2015 South african 
premier business awards (Sapba), 
little green number has made a 
business out of something that no one 
would think to reclaim; old billboards. 
how many gargantuan billboards do 
you pass on your way to work? have you 
ever considered what happens to the 
materials used when the Rolex advert  
is replaced with an outSurance sign? 

little green number plays a pivotal 
role in creating jobs and protecting the 
environment by taking these “waste” 
materials and creating funky, colourful 
bags, fit for every occasion. with an 
ethos of doing good while doing good 
business, according to the Sapba, this 
company has succeeded in developing  
a community-based manufacturing 
micro franchising model.

“we set our machinists up as 
manufacturing franchisees, with their  
own equipment such as sewing 
machines and what we call a starter 
pack, and they then repay the set up 
costs as they work,” says juanita. “our 
aim is not just to eradicate poverty, but 
we are creating a model that is based on 
sustainable salaries. we want all people 
involved in this project to be able to live 
the lives they deserve, whether it be 
buying a car or educating their families.”

with a focus on repurposing waste 
materials, while creating sustainable 
employment, little green number 
strives to create entrepreneurs who are  

www.littlegreennumber.com

self-sufficient, and do not rely on 
donations or sponsors. “now many of 
our manufacturers regularly exceed 
earnings of R6 000 by some distance,” 
explains juanita. the company also  
gives back through its “buy-one-donate-
one programme”; for each bag sold 
an equivalent product is donated to a 
school child.

“we are passionate about creating 
jobs and saving the planet. one billboard 
at a time!”

the company’s name reflects the 
culture it lives by, with each part of the 
name having a unique, and integral 
meaning for the business. little relates 
to an understanding that every little 
bit helps, and eradicating poverty is a 
step by step process. “one little green 
number at a time. It’s little, but we all 
have to start somewhere.”

green refers to the upcycling 
activities, preventing old billboards 
from going to landfill – most of which 
are made from non-biodegradable 
materials. “billboards have nowhere 
to go. there’s no billboard heaven (or 
hell!) when they die. they just stick 
around forever and ever and ever. by 
participating in our upcycling process 
you have taken them off the streets  
and the garbage heaps and given them  
a new lease on life. you have made  
where we live cleaner. fresher. greener.” 

lastly, no one has a little number 
quite like yours. Every item made is 
funky and unique. “our products have 

character, a story to tell, so pardon  
the few scratches and scuff marks.”

this may be a small business, but it 
is having a big impact. It is classified 
as an Exempt micro Enterprise and 
operates under the main objectives of;  
assisting previously disadvantaged 
peoples’ participation in the economy by  
creating employment, providing training 
and work experience, addressing the 
needs of poor communities, enhancing 
both financial and operational capacity 
of people to establish small and  
medium size enterprises to address 
poverty, and to support previously 
disadvantaged women as a priority. 

“little green number is a registered 
exporter and we hope to connect with 
different retailers around the world to 
support us in our dream to create jobs 
and save the planet, one billboard at 
a time!” p
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GLenDower  
golf coURSE gREEnSkEEpER

If, like me, your thumb is not-so-green, 
keeping a pot plant alive becomes a 
daunting task. yet an essential part of  
combatting climate change and 
developing a more green-minded 
society lies in horticulture, landscaping 
and tree planting and growing. Enter 
mike burnard, the greenskeeper at  
glendower golf club, based in Edenvale, 
johannesburg. 

with dedication and the utmost care, 
mike has tended the vast golf course 
grounds. his efforts have certainly  
paid off; the glendower golf club was 
recently rated the best conditioned 
course in gauteng by golfdigest 
magazine. considering the size of the 
course, and the demand to maintain a 
balanced environment and eco-system -  
in a cost-effective and sustainable way  
- this is quite the accolade.  

as the saying goes, a picture is worth 
a thousand words. we’ll let the lush, 
healthy, green image speak for itself. 

•		In 2002 primedia and abSa approached 
mES (a christian social development 
organisation) with an exciting vision –  
to turn recycled billboards into functional 
products.
•		MES	initiated	and	ran	the	project	as	 
tswelopele Recycling until 2010, when it  
was registered as a separate not-for-profit 
company and renamed waste2wow.
•		In 2011, to the point growth Specialists 
came across waste2wow and recognised 
the opportunity to assist the company  
to become a self–sustainable business 
that could embody the principles of  
social business.
•		To	The	Point	assumed	responsibility	 
for capital costs and liabilities and soon 
after registered little green number as 
the marketing company for waste2wow.

[  HIsTORY  ]
liTTle Green number’s

mIkE bURnaRd

Green PeoPle

www.glendower.co.za
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Glendower uses no harmful pesticides, 
and follows strict eco-friendly guidelines
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Sometimes, sustainable business is 
more about recognising others than 
making a profit yourself. throughout 
africa, poaching has desecrated  
the beauty of nature. although many 
species are targeted, a particularly 
heinous act is the dehorning of a live 
rhino, leaving it to die from its wounds. 
the efforts of scholars, rangers, 
organisations, people, the judiciary 
and the department of home affairs 
are nothing short of heroic – especially 
considering the violent nature of the 
attacks. It has been described as a war, 
and a war it certainly is. 

for this reason, dr larry hansen 
and Xiaoyang yu founded the Rhino 
conservation awards in 2012. the 
awards are held annually and serve to 
recognise those incredible individuals 
and organisations that have made an  
effort to protect africa’s rhino population. 
Every action, no matter how small or  
large, contributes to the overall 
conservation of these majestic animals. 

dr hansen, Xiaoyang yu and sponsor 
ZEISS, in collaboration with the South 
african department of Environmental 
affairs and the game Rangers 
association of africa, presented the 
Rhino conservation awards, at an 
event that was held in johannesburg. 
his Serene highness prince albert  
II of monaco serves as the patron of 
the awards.

“the key to successfully conserving 
the rhino will lie in the dedication of  
all those involved in the fight against  
rhino poaching in africa,” believes  
dr hansen. “these people often do 
selfless and unrecognised work to save 
our natural heritage that is in danger 

www.glendower.co.za

green business offers many avenues, 
innumerable approaches and, ultimately, 
economic and environmental benefit. as 
mark vachon, vice president of general 
Electric’s ecomagination once said; 
“there’s this theory that you have to 
pick one; economics or environmental 
performance. that’s nonsense.  
Innovation is the way you can have both. 
companies that don’t get this, really risk 
becoming irrelevant to the marketplace.”

dR laRRy hanSEn and XIaoyang yU

rhino conserVation 
awarDs

of being lost forever. Sometimes this 
happens in the face of physical danger,  
political opposition and severe financial 
constraints. these factors make the 
contribution of each role player even 
more worthy of recognition”.

the awards may not be a business 
in the traditional sense – by they are 
in the business of acknowledging the 
selfless efforts of those that choose 
to put nature first; even if that means 
giving up their lives to protect it. 

the key to SucceSSfully conServIng 
the rhIno wIll lIe In the DeDIcatIon of 
all thoSe InvolveD In the fIght agaInSt 
rhIno PoachIng In afrIca.

“
”
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01  ZEISS representative, awards 
founder dr larry hansen, and  
the patron of the awards,  
hSh prince albert of monaco
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2016 issues

& website listing

african green Elements (agE) invites you to list on its agE 
directory, giving you the opportunity to showcase your 
products and services to a database of over 5 000 magazine 
readers, and more than 20 000 active customers from across 
the Republic of South africa.

listings are available for green or non-green businesses/brands.

•	 complimentary classifieds listing on a rotational basis in the african green 
Elements (agE) magazine

•	 product notification updates to existing agE end-user customers across its live 
sites (20 000+), delivered directly to their emails and mobile phones at least once a 
quarter 

•	 web directory listing - banner designed according to your specific needs/
requirements (www.africangreenelements.com)

Through this listing you receive:

today on www.africangreenelements.com and you will be eligible for the discounted 
listing fee of R 1 850 per annum. this fee excludes banner designs for the material for 
listing either in the magazine or on the website. along with this listing, you will receive 
access to the agE magazine highlights via email. 

siGn 
uP

Terms and conditions: payment is 
required upon official acceptance of 
the order form generated after the 
confirmed sign-up and verification 
of company details.

*Prices valid until 31st August 2016 
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Enjoy your morning 
pick-me-up in the AGE Mug. 

Description 

•	 Modern type ceramic  
desk-mug with square  
stainless steel bottom

•	 BPA Free 

•	 Capacity: 450ml 

Price on Request.

Green sHoP
www.africangreenelements.com

“Coffee lovers are 
discerning and are 
quite particular, not 
just in terms of the 
coffee they drink, but 
the mug or cup they 
use; I am like that too.”

“we enjoy a good cup of coffee at  
agE, whether it is a frothy cappuccino or  
simply a strong blend of filter coffee. 
we thus felt we had to be authentic by 
selecting products that we use daily and 
sharing them with our readers and any 
other person who enjoys coffee as much 
as we do,” says Zanele. 

 “In my personal experience, coffee 
lovers are discerning and are quite 
particular, not just in terms of the coffee 
they drink, but the mug or cup they use;  
I am like that too. I like to use a big  
cup to satisfy my needs. I also consider  
what the cup is made of - ceramic is a  
bit friendlier to the environment.” 

the agE Shop is a lifestyle concept  
that celebrates eco-products and brands 
that are functional, cost effective  
and relevant, and also happen to feature 
green elements.

Pick-Me-Up AGE  
Mug

Bulk orders carry a discount. Delivery outside RSA carries delivery and tax costs.

Price on request.  
Not available as individual pieces.  
Delivery outside RSA carries  
delivery and tax costs but bulk  
sales carry a discount.

Not available as individual pieces.
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Drinking  
 (Organic) 
Coffee is a   
 Lifestyle

Sip your coffee 
in your home 

kitchen
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w e Lc o m e  to  
G r e e n  V i L L aG e s 

lIvE GREEN Work GREEN plAy GREEN

blue Rock exterior
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Green issues

gREEn vIllagES are gaining 
recognition globally. according to the 
global Ecovillage network (gEn), an  
ecovillage is an “intentional community 
using local participatory processes to  
integrate ecological, economic, social,  
and cultural dimensions of sustainabi- 
lity holistically in order to regenerate 
social and natural environments.” 
there is no hesitation that local parti- 
cipation is important in developing a  
green village. there are several 
success stories of green villages in  
the world, but most strikingly, on the  
african continent. 

Rwanda, our ISSUE 04 country 
focus, with its capital (kigali) rated in  
2015 by the Un as the most beautiful 
city in africa, is home to several  
green villages. these include gashaki,  
muyebe and others. muyebe, for  
instance, adopted simple technologies 
that transformed the village into what  
the United nations Environment pro- 
gramme (UnEp) calls an inspirational 
model ‘of how to integrate economic 
development with environmental sus- 
tainability.’ Some of the technologies 
that were used include rainwater 
harvesting, biogas systems and tree 
planting. Residents in these green 
villages in Rwanda, for instance,  
have seen a vast improvement in their 
quality of life. living in these eco- 

From rurAl To Green VillAGes
“we can now See the DIfference… we have bIogaS for  
cookIng, whIch DoeS not ProDuce Smoke lIke fIrewooD…. 
before cookIng wIth f IrewooD waS a nIghtmare,”  a 
female reSIDent In the gaShakI green vIllage IS quoteD  
In one rwanDan DaIly. accorDIng to the rwanDa  
envIronment management authorIty (rema), thIS gaShakI 
green vIllage IS Part of the rwanDan government’S 
effortS to buIlD a clImate reSIlIent natIon. rwanDa, of  
courSe, haS a bluePrInt for achIevIng excellence In 
green ISSueS,  aS Per the green growth anD clImate 
reSIl Ience Strategy.  the country IS not alone In  
thIS regarD aS the eDItorIal team at age DIScovereD.

friendly villages is likened to settling  
into urban areas, for they do access  
all the basic amenities that urban 
dwellers do, e.g. clean water and safer  
forms of energy. In agreement with  
a report by the UnEp, Rwanda’s 
experience is a model worth emulating 
- especially for developing african 
countries with similar backgrounds. 

green villages are being developed 
in urban areas as well, even if the 
circumstances and drivers may be 
slightly (or even vastly) different. for  
one, in most of these urban communi- 
ties we came across - be it in Europe  
or other parts of the world - the 
motivation is improvement in quality of 
life, environmental sustainability and 
preservation of natural resources. 
additionally, we found that health 
factors are considered by those who 
move into the green villages. these 
urban areas have no challenges, with  
access to basic necessities such as 
clean water and electricity to start with. 
It is by choice. In Rwanda’s case, for 
instance, the green villages mentioned 
are transformed from rural poor  
communities to green and prosperous. 

what is the state of play with green 
villages in the more affluent areas  
in africa? considering South africa, 
urban green villages are somewhat 
taking shape, though it is still hard to  
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trace these in the context of a “commu- 
nity” as opposed to a mere building. 
largely, the country has seen a 
number of green buildings but these 
do not create what we are discussing; 
a green village or community. 
Established organisations that seek to  
promote and understand the concept 
have defined green villages as  
those communities developed on the  
principle of “minimising and then 
eliminating environmental damage  
due to human activity.” these green  
communities do more than just 
provide clean spaces, but encourage 
the emergence of new industries for  
their local economies as well as 
inspiring their citizens. Quite a number 
of developers and architects are so  
concerned about ratings and getting  
the five-star rating for their designs.  
while this is commendable, what  
inspires confidence is the risk-takers  
who dare to imagine not a simple  
building or a home with some green  
elements, but a whole urban commu- 
nity or a village built or developed on  
the concept of green living. 

welcome to the world of Swiss 
national, lukas Reichmuth, who has  
conceptualised a neighborhood with 
basic green living ethos. he calls it  
lIvE, woRk, play. European cities 
have long been hailed for their 
“eco-friendly spaces” that combine, 
living, working and play. So it is no 
wonder then that, for Reichmuth, the 

emphasis is not so much on the rating 
(though that is welcomed) but on how 
to create a “village that embraces the 
philosophy of lIvE-woRk-play.” It is 
quite an ambitious project, but finding 
its home in the area widely regarded 
as any buyer’s dream, and the top 
destination for tourists from across 
the globe (cape town), it is tipped to 
change the local landscape whilst 
enhancing the status of this majestic 
city. In describing what to expect from 
a green village in an urban landscape, 
one report stated that ‘green villages 
promote lighter infrastructure and 
energy efficient buildings that are 
easier on the environment and use 
alternative energy sources.’ how then 
does Reichmuth’s idea compare?

It is a bold and inspirational develop- 
ment actually. targeting the middle  
to high-end earners, the blue Rock  
green village promises the best in 
green living. the retail component is  
targeted at residents who would need  
not leave the village to access retail 
shops. picturesque and walkable 
neighborhoods improve residents’ 
quality of life in and around those 
communities. blue Rock aims to lead  
the way in how green communities 
live, work and play. 

blue Rock is not alone in this bold 
and definitive drive to create a wholly 
green village. take Regen villages  
in almere, just outside amsterdam in  

netherlands, for instance. the deve- 
loper hopes to house a community 
where the residents will grow their  
own food, handle their own waste and 
live totally off the grid. the california 
based developer hopes to utilise 
technology in creating a selfreliant 
and sustainable village. the developer  
calls this “regenerative neighbor- 
hoods.” Some of the technologies that 
are being employed in this visionary 
concept include; energy-positive 
homes, mixed renewable energy 
sources, energy storage, organic food 
production, vertical farming and 
aquaponics, water management and  
waste-to-resource systems. 

according to the report on this 
design, the pre-fabricated homes are  
“enveloped in a glass shell to protect 
the building from the area’s cold and  
wet climate.” household waste can be  
composted or converted into biogas. 
If you are reading and thinking this is  
too posh for africans, you are mistaken. 
Regen hopes to move into Sub-
Saharan africa when the successful 
pilots have been delivered because 
there is a lot at stake. It is known  
that there are projected population 
increases in Sub-Saharan africa, as  
people move from rural to urban 
areas - and Regen wants to solve this 
challenge. If we continue to build 
suburbs the way we have been doing, 
“the planet’s not going to make it.”

01  Rwanda green village, courtesy REma

02  blue Rock interior

03  top view of blue Rock
01
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•   A five star hotel and conferencing centre which is envisioned to have 
±150 rooms, 30 condos, exhibition space and conference centre 
for 500+ executive delegates.

•   A 500 metre Santa Luzia Lifestyle Centre, which is the first Lifestyle 
Centre in South Africa that offers outdoor expo and events space 
of up to 10 000sqm, Gastronomy, Doctors’ Centre, Entertainment, 
Boutique stores, Academies, Hostels, and Workshops.

•   A Wellness Centre equipped with sport facilities (swimming pool, 
gym, dance studio, and squash courts), beauty facilities (tanning 
beds, nail bar, hairdressers and barbers), and therapy facilities 
(spa, sauna, steam room, massage parlour, and physiotherapy).

•   Dollar House, where all the captains of the financial industry will 
meet, and work. The Dollar House will have financial professionals 
such as banks, consultants, lawyers, financial advisers and a business 
news room. The Dollar House will link to the Professional Service 
Centre, an office space which will cater for marketing firms, events 
planners, graphic designers, and photographers. 

•   The first phase is the Giovanni Luxury Terraced Apartment.  
Construction was at the time of this article compilation, scheduled 
to commence in September 2016.

BLUE ROCK PROMIsEs THE fOLLOWING: 

BEYOND  
ENvIRO-CONsCIOUsNEss 

there are studies that suggest that there are 
benefits to green spaces, especially in our urban 
areas, which transcend the environmental ones. 
a team of researchers found that ‘having ten 
or more trees on your block has self-reported 
health benefits that is equivalent to a $10 000 
salary raise or even being seven years younger.’ 
Researchers don’t know why, exactly, trees 
seem to be good for people’s health. one of the 
members of the research team, faisal moola 
(a forest ecology professor at the University of 
toronto) believes the results are indicative of 
the fact that there are other ways to address 
some social issues. “It’s a lot easier to invest  
in programmes to plant trees than it is to raise  
the median income of everybody in the city,”  
said moola, in reference to a study published  
in 2015 (http://www.nature.com). 

Green issues

reAD more: 
www.bluerockvillage.co.za 

www.rema.gov.rw
www.regenvillages.com 

  

blue rock a ImS to 
leaD the way In how 
green communItIeS 
lIve, work anD Play.

02

03
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GReen brIef

Got A useD CAr bAt tery?
HErE’S WHAt to do WItH It…

In South africa, the disposal of batteries 
is a key concern - particularly when 
it comes to the recycling of lead acid 
batteries. discarding your used car 
battery in domestic refuse isn’t the best 
way to get rid of it. the lead, plastic and 
acid in the batteries can be extremely 
harmful to the environment if not dis- 
posed of correctly. Recycling of lead acid 
batteries is vital to sustainability, waste 
management and reducing the risk and 
impact of pollution to our habitat.

here is what to do with your used car 
battery: drop it off at one of first national 
battery’s 120 battery centre franchises 
across South africa. these franchises have 
drop-off points for lead acid batteries that 
need to be recycled. through recycling 
with the company, when you purchase a 
new battery on a one-for-one exchange 
basis, you will not pay the lead surcharge 
that’s usually added to the purchase price. 
Scrap battery collects scrap, sealed, lead 
acid batteries as well as lead acid vehicle 
starter and industrial batteries.  

WorTH knoWinG

other rechargeable battery types  
(as used in cellphones, laptops, 
calculators and toys) can be placed  
in collection bins currently offered 
by major retailers in south Africa.

From susTAinAble brAnDs conFerence 2016

01   graham williams, one of the 
workshop facilitators, discusses how 
emotions influence decision making

02  dr david Rosenstein, director of 
neuralsense, gives an example of 
how greenpeace triumphed over 
Shell in the 1995 brent Spar incident 

03  workshop participants deliberate 
on practical tools to embed 
sustainability into their companies  

africa hosted the Sustainable brands conference for the first time, in cape town. this 

was a gathering that was well supported by big brands, and well respected personalities. 

trevor manuel, former finance minister and founder of the mitchell’s plain bursary and 

Role model trust, delivered the opening keynote address. there were 80 speakers from 

around africa and the world who wowed the audience with their insights and experiences, 

sharing how to deliver business profitability based on the principles of sustainability. 

 
P&G’s ‘instilling a culture of mindfulness’ Workshop 
one of the thought-provoking workshops at the cape town Sustainable brands conference 

2016 was entitled “Sustainability from the inside out – the science of the mind”. the 

collaborative session, which was presented by platinum sponsor procter & gamble 

(p&g), in partnership with neuralsense, discussed how companies can embed sustainable 

thinking and behaviour into their organisations.  

Using neuroscience to analyse what really drives our thinking, decision making and 

behaviour when it comes to sustainability, the workshop examined ways of optimising the 

emotional drivers behind our decisions. Interactive games and discussions accelerated 

the conversation, focusing on the practical tools that could be used to encourage an 

organisational culture of mindfulness and purpose-driven behaviour.

01

0302

comPileD by AGe TeAm Highlights
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From susTAinAble brAnDs conFerence 2016

Jonathan robinson, director of bean 
there coffee, and marius louw, cEo 
of du toitskloof wines, (both of whom 
are fairtrade certified) corroborate the 
impact that certification has had on their 
brands. “when you do the right thing it 
comes at a price, but there is a growing 
trend amongst young people who actively 
make ethical choices about the products 
they support,” commented Robinson. pick 
‘n pay supports fairtrade products and 
andre nel remarked that there is a societal 
shift in South africa towards community. 
“pick ‘n pay has seen a shift from products 
being business driven to community driven, 
and we need to focus our efforts through 
social media awareness on why ethical 
and sustainable certification is important.”

Sustainable and ethical certification is paying dividends, says fairtrade certified 
producers and retailers who promote and sell products with the fairtrade certification 
mark. Speaking at the Sustainable brands conference, arianna baldo, Executive director 
of fairtrade Sa, said that as consumers become more discerning, all aspects of systems 
in the supply chain need to be accountable. “fairtrade exists because consumers want 
to purchase products that solve the world’s problems, not add to them.” through the 
independent auditing company flocERt, fairtrade certifies agricultural supply chains 
worldwide, and is a leader in the coffee, cocoa and sugar commodity sectors. “flocERt 
audits up to the retail shelf and we use global standards, so if you are producing chilean 
wine or South african wine, we use the same social and environmental criteria,” explained 
bronwyn page-Shipp, director of flocERt Sa. the company also provides multi-
certification. “In order to provide the best value for producers, we can also audit for 
other certifications during the same visit.” 
yashvir maharaj, of b2b Insights Survey, whose company recently completed a business 
study for fairtrade. “the top sustainability trend recognised by South african businesses 
was sustainable certifications, followed by renewable energy, water wastage and 
recycling. there is growing consumer pressure from the higher lSm group that wants 
to know where its products come from and how they are produced.”  

Green brieF

FAirtr ADe CertiFiCAtion is worth the eFFort

 marketing is critical in growing awareness of Fairtrade in south Africa.

Courtesy: Fairtrade SA www.fairtrade.org.za
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kAlimoni Greens

Established in 2005, kalimoni greens is kenya’s oldest 
organic home delivery business with three organically 
certified farms located in different regions around the 
country (nairobi, kiambu and nyandarua). apart from 
growing its own produce, the company sources fruit and 
vegetables from a network of certified organic farmers 
who are paid a fair price. 
more info: http://kalimonigreens.com

what started out as a small monthly 
initiative in 2010, comprising ten local 
farmers, has grown into a genuine 
weekly institution with dozens of stalls. 
two of the market’s small farmers, 
which are all certified organic, are 
Elizabeth wambui ngugi - who sells 
all sorts of vegetables from avocados, 
tomatoes, and capsicum to beans, 
broccoli, and zucchini - and john kamau 
mburu - grower of fruits such as guava, 
lemons, custard apples and bananas. 
more info: http://ofmkenya.org

orGAnic FArmers’ mArkeT

organIc fruIt & veggIeS

gREEn pRodUctS
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neW cHeTnA

kenya is spoilt with some of the most 
amazing Indian restaurants one can find,  
and while most (in one way or another) 
cater for vegetarians and vegans, new 
chetna in mombasa stands out. this  
establishment only sells vegetarian 
foods, using ethical and honest ingre- 
dients. new chetna is famous for its 
all-you-can-eat vegetarian thali and  
its lunchtime buffet, and is a must for  
those on a budget. Address: Haile selassie 
road, mombasa, kenya

cAmPi yA kAnzi
located in chyulu hills, a place Ernest 
hemingway called the “green hills of  
africa”, this five-star luxury lodge was  
built in 1996 in partnership with the local  
maasai of kuku group Ranch. the objec- 
tive was (and still is) to use ecotourism 
as a vehicle to promote environmental 
conservation and sustainable community 
development. here, the maasai land- 
owners benefit directly from tourism 
through employment and conservation 
fees. at the camp, water comes from rain 
harvesting, electricity and, hot water 
from solar panels, and food is cooked 
using an eco-friendly charcoal. 
more info: www.maasai.com

elePHAnT PePPer cAmP
tucked away on the plains of the mara- 
Serengeti ecosystem, Elephant pepper  
camp is a treat for those that are after  
an ethical, sustainable, and luxury safari 
holiday. with its nine lavishly appointed, 
semi-permanent, canvas tents, this 
wilderness retreat is all about respect 
for wildlife, the environment, and the 
surrounding communities. what makes 
the Elephant pepper camp so special  
is that it is completely unfenced. this 
allows wildlife to wander freely through 
the camp, day and night.
more info: http://elephantpeppercamp.com

eco-loDgeS

reStaurantS

Green PlAces
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Richard Turere
as a young maasai growing up near nairobi national park, 
Richard turere – who has been in charge of herding his  
father’s cattle since he was nine years old – spent his spare  
time tinkering with electronics, fixing broken radios and  
household appliances, and creating new ones from scrap.  
when he was 13, Richard invented his now famous “lion lights,”  
a fence made of solar charging cells and flashlight parts to  
keep lions away from livestock, protecting the cows and the  
king of the jungle at the same time. human-wildlife conflict  
in kenya is high, with many predators being killed by farmers. 
dozens of “lion light” systems have been set up across kenya,  
to protect both cattle and wildlife. a win-win situation for all.
more info: https://www.ted.com/speakers/richard_turere

mAJi mAzuri youTH GrouP

operating in mathare, this youth group is trying to make  
a difference in the lives of people who live in this network  
of slums in nairobi. one of its flagship initiatives is  
the green heroes programme. the objective is to raise 
awareness around environmental issues and stimulate 
youth to help clean up the area, clear stagnant sewage,  
collect dumped waste and plastic, and recycle it. In  
2012, the group received the global UnEp world 
Environmental day award. more info: http://majimazuri.org

green heroeS
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cinnAbAr Green

founded in 2004, cinnabar green is one  
of kenya’s prima natural cosmetics 
companies. Using organic essential oils 
and other bio-ingredients, such as herbs 
sourced from the foothills of mount kenya, 
the venture’s line-up comprises soaps, 
washes, shampoos, moisturisers, and 
massage oils. good for your skin, good 
for the planet. 
more info: http://cinnabargreen.com

natural hair products tend to be hard to  
find, and kenya is no exception. this is  
where marini naturals, based in nairobi, 
comes in. known as africa’s first 
manufacturer of 100 percent natural and 
organic haircare products for african hair, 
the venture’s range includes shampoos, 
conditioners, hair growth oils, curling 
butters, curling gels and moisturiser mist 
sprays. Ingredients are all 100 percent 
organic and include tea tree, neem, castor 
and peppermint. more info:  
https://www.facebook.com/marininaturals

mArini nATurAls

Green ProDucTs

ethIcal coSmetIcS
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founded by kenyan textile designer, lucy lau bigham, 
tosheka textiles aims to become a leader in the production 
of eco-friendly fashions and textiles. the company’s 
handcrafted products are made of natural and recycled 
fibres and eco-friendly dyes. operations are all about 
fair labour practices, traditional weaving, knitting, and 
the crochet techniques of kenyan artisans. 
more info: www.toshekadesigns.com

TosHekA TexTiles

kAHoko

for fair trade textiles and home decors, handmade from 
100 percent natural fibres and eco-dyes, kahoko should 
be your first port of call when travelling through kenya. 
products are made in the Rift valley, kenya, and they com- 
bine traditional techniques with contemporary designs. 
the venture aims to operate in an environmentally friendly 
manner, and part of the proceeds are injected directly back 
into the artisans’ community.  more info: http://kahoko.org

honeSt faShIon  
& textIleS
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THe muiri esTATe comprises over  
150 000 trees, a wet mill, borehole, large 
dam, stores and labour cottages. the farm  
has been certified organic since 2008, and 
produces a complex yet mellow coffee with  
a pleasant acidity.

mAJAni, a supplier of fair trade tea, was 
founded in 2012 by the son of a kenyan  
tea farmer. his objective was to source  
fine, naturally grown, organic, fair trade 
kenyan teas, to benefit small scale tea 
farmers and responsible consumers. 

TWo oF kenyA’s mosT imPorTAnT exPorT 
ProDucTs Are coFFee AnD TeA, mucH  
oF WHicH is orGAnic AnD FAir TrADe.

Green business

faIr traDe  
coffee & tea



by m zAnele mlAmbo

01 khokho 

what a great DelIght It IS to get to Do thIS anD, I muSt Say, SearchIng for that green 
Place, PerSon, branD or ProDuct IS not only a gooD challenge but an enlIghtenIng 
anD PleaSant DelIght. I fInD So much to cheer about anD I cannot helP but ImagIne 
the green agenDa goIng maInStream, why not? we SearcheD anD founD Some gooD 
ProDuctS from acceSSorIeS to venDIng machIneS anD a café In the heart of naIrobI. 
what IS there not to love about afrIca anD ItS journey to eDucate anD enlIghten 
conSumerS on green matterS. I am InSPIreD anD I have no Doubt after goIng through 
thIS “green book” you wIll feel aS InSPIreD aS I Do, anD I hoPe you have enjoyeD the 
reaD thuS far. here are my three aweSome muSt know/vISIt/have/SuPPort.

malkERnS, s wA z iL A nD

Swaziland certainly is exporting a fair 
amount of eco-friendly products, and 
one that comes to mind is ngwenya 
glass. khokho is another amazing brand  
of accessories that is relatively new, but 
has received such positive reviews it 
caught my eye. 

inspiration: Rich in colour and  
textures, the landscape of Swaziland is  
an integral source of inspiration. during  
the winter, there is a stark contrast be- 
tween the charred branches and vibrant  
flora. the khokho handbag collection 
palette encompasses these through  
the colour stories; winter blaze, acacia, 
and fired Earth. the silhouettes – a 
clutch, shoulder bag, cross body, and 
satchel – are interpretations of classic 
styles reimagined, through unique 
weaving patterns.

sustainable material: khokho’s sig- 
nature weaving technique is the product  

of a Swazi tradition that has been passed  
down for centuries, from mother to 
daughter. Each bag is handcrafted from  
carefully woven lutindzi (a Swazi type  
of grass) and locally sourced and 
sustainably harvested, vegetable tanned 
leathers and suedes. hardware details 
are thoughtfully constructed in the finest, 
European brass and hand-carved cow 

horn. Italian, master craftsman and  
patternmaker carlo bisceglia - 
previously of burberry and marc jacobs 

- works closely with skilled leather 
technicians to ensure khokho handbags 
maintain the same functionality and  
durability of their European counterparts.

merchants on long - cape town
www.merchantsonlong.com
kingdom - cape town
www.kingdomshop.co.za
Guillotine - johannesburg
www.guillotinedesign.co.za 
suzaan Heyns - johannesburg 
www.suzaanheyns.com

Shop khokho: 

Green 
Book
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thE bESt of gREEn bRandS and pRodUctS
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02 bRIdgES oRganIc REStaURant

Imagine a world where we all understood 
and valued the power and significance of 
recycling our waste. Imagine seamless 
recycling processes right in your neighbor- 
hood, such as filling stations, shopping 
malls or cafés. That is what this concept is; 
I have personally experienced it, and am 
sold. According to Justin Needham, the 
brainchild of this idea, Imagined Earth 
“is a green advertising initiative that  
is harnessing the power of technology  
to create a pioneering and interactive 
recycling experience.” Through the use  
of state-of-the-art Reverse Vending Ma- 
chines (RVMs), Imagined Earth provides 
convenient and rewarding recycling for  
consumers and green advertising oppor- 
tunities for businesses. This structure  
of the RVM incentivises consumers to  
recycle basic waste such as plastic (PET) 
bottles, and aluminium and steel cans, 
through a green points system that 
opens up entry into various competitions 
or Corporate Social Investment (CSI) 
campaigns. It is quite a seamless  
exercise: consumers can redeem points  
by recycling at the closest RVM, 
registering on the Imagined Earth website 
and creating a profile. 

Opportunities for businesses: You  
can rent a RVM, advertise on one, 
sponsor, or even green up your event 
with a RVM. The choice is yours. 

Consumer rewards: A minimum 
number of points will be allocated for 
entry into each competition, but there  
are no limits on the number of times 
you can enter. The more you recycle, the 
more points you get. 
More: http://www.imaginedearth.com/  

03 ImagInEd EaRth

Here, THere  
& eVeryWHere neAr you

you know that anticipation you have when 
you are about to go to a restaurant, in a 
different country, and you have conjured 
all sorts of thoughts about what kind of 
meals they serve, and whether or not 
that would be a suitable experience to  
highlight in a consumer magazine? that 
is the feeling I had being driven from my 
hotel (very early) before I had even had 
my hotel breakfast. I had been advised 
to taste the food that came before a 
scheduled interview, plus a host of other 
engagements that had been filled for  
the day. I was impressed at the quality  
of service, attention to detail and the 
cappuccino… anyone who knows me 
well, would tell you how picky I am with 
cappuccino; it must be the right froth,  
strong and tall. to me, the bridges  
organic experience was excellent. the  
ambience was welcoming and warm. 
plus, ann mbugua, founder and 
managing director was such a delight to 
interview, and I understand why many  
professionals who work in the city choose  
to have their breakfast there - and there  
were a number who were dressed up  
and going through the daily newspapers. 

What makes it organic: Encouraged 
or inspired by the desire to eat healthily 
and avoid becoming a statistic through 
degenerative diseases such as diabetes, 
ann established the bridges organic 

naIRobI, KenyA

Restaurant. “I am health conscious and  
have had an interest in healthy food  
for a while; yet I could not find a good,  
healthy meal,” explained ann. with a 
family background of diabetes, it was a 
no brainer to focus on this subject and, 
at bridges, you are served a healthy, 
organic meal. koan (kenya organic 
agricultural network) members supply 
bridges with such products.

lifestyle, not a trend: anyone who 
knows agE’s background will know  
that we are not concerned about making 
smart living trendy; we seek to shift 
consumer’s lifestyles – even if just a bit -  
and the personalities, such as ann, that 
we feature, feel the same way. I was 
particularly impressed with the level of 
detail towards promoting this “lifestyle 
shift” ann referred to, as I met the in-
house nutritionist patricia amuhinda. 
her job is to educate consumers who  
come into the restaurant on the benefits 
of eating organic food - not just organic, 
but healthy organic food. 

Typical customers: Educated,  
middle income earners, as well as 
health conscious consumers frequent 
the restaurant. 

while the organic industry is still at  
its infancy stage in kenya, ann has  
no doubt that it has great potential. I 
certainly will visit again when I am next 
in nairobi. more:  
http://www.bridgesorganicrestaurant.net/  

01  food presentation

02  Zanele at guru coffee shop 
experiencing the wow factor of the 
Imagined Earth machine

03 bridges organic interior

04  Zanele (right) with founder and md  
of bridges organic, ann, during agE’s 
visit to nairobi
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Your electricity bills are as high as your bond and you want a solution 
to check your actual energy or water consumption... 

Our utility bill went up again, how are we going to pay these bills... 

What if I lose my job? First the car and now these bills...



But the long queues at utility and municipal offices are never ending 
and waste a lot of your valuable time. You wish you did not have to go 
through that trouble.  After all, you have to go back again and again.



Leave the queuing to our time and cost effective Butler e-Messenger service. 
Our butler will query and pay your municipal and utility bills on your behalf – at a 

monthly fee that will not hurt your pocket – you can opt out anytime.



Check your bills with the Check Meter and get the AGE e-Messenger for peace of mind.

www.palacegroup.co.za 
The Check Meter and AGE e-Messenger is powered by Palace Group. designed by engineers. Since 1987, 

Palace Group has been pioneering new ways to find the future.

Act smart, contact our service team for a hassle free quote today:
meter@palacegroup.co.za or butler@palacegroup.co.za. 

for actual and real time tracking of your consumption of energy or water, try our Smart 
Check Meter system – we guarantee you will not regret affording us the privilege of being  

of service to you – you deserve to pay only for what you have actually consumed. 



by zAnele mlAmbo

Africa
greening

a green eye on naIrobI
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greening
afrIca IS oPen for buSIneSS, green buSIneSS, anD thIS IS the  
SenSe one getS when conSIDerIng the numerouS buSIneSSeS  
anD communIty leD ProjectS that functIon anD oPerate In thIS 
green SPace on the contInent. we vISIteD kenya anD we PreSent  
Some of the ProjectS anD actIve cItIzenS In the green SPace.

kenya Ecotourism celebrates the best  
achievements in the ecotourism space by  
means of the Eco warrior awards. for  
the 2016 segment, hosted in nairobi in  
october, under the theme “Sustainable  
tourism - our diversity our Strength,”  
this will be the 11th edition. the awards  
are designed to motivate players in  
the industry to embrace ecologically and  
ethically sustainable practices. 

W o r T H  n o T i n G

01 02

03

GreeninG AFricA
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greenline has also included some 
serene picnic spots for residents, 
which are ideal for families and 
corporate team building exercises, 
among other uses. the area where 
the picnic spots are located is  
being kept in its natural state and 
thus features the beautiful sounds 
of birds as one walks on the track 
surrounded by nature.

[  PICNIC SPOTS  ]

in its entirety  
is a buffer zone. the live hedge,  
grown using the accacia mellifera  
is an additional enhancement of  
the outer electric fence. the team  
and I walked on the greenline  
walking/jogging trail - and what a 
tranquil atmosphere. wanja even  
joked that she would have brought  
some wine had the visit been late  
in the day.

THe Greenline

tHE grEENlINE projECt IN 

tHE NAIroBI NAtIoNAl pArk 

the nairobi national park is threat- 
ened by human encroachment as 
nairobi continues to develop and grow 
rapidly. the national park is exposed  
to several environmental hazards 
because of its close proximity to the  
city. In fact, the park is in the city and 
there is even a factory a few metres 
from the live fence. 

Some of the key challenges facing  
the park include, among others: 
•		Land	grabbing	by	politically	con- 

nected individuals and developers
•		Human	settlements	that	continue	to	

nibble away at the edges of the park
•		Increased	industrial	activities	that	

billow out noxious gases and dust
•		Effluent	discharge	into	the	Park’s	

streams and water sources 
•		Human-wildlife	conflict	through	

poaching and the eradication of  
viable grazing

•		Plastic	litter	and	solid	waste	
scattered throughout the park

join greenline as corporates, families,  
or individuals, buy the seedlings and 
plant more trees. Everyone can get 
involved in this endeavour. 

http://nairobigreenline.org/m o r e :

G e T  i n V o lV e D

04   nairobi greenline trust
05  greenline picnic spot

06  Erick with wanja at the greenline  
project site in nairobi national park

07  kids planting trees

08 nursery

04

06

05
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GreeninG AFricA

http://nairobigreenline.org/

this is the amazing aspect about  
this project. the nairobi greenline  
tree nursery is stocked with  
over 100 000 tree seedlings, and  
these are available for sale to any  
interested buyers, ranging from 
individuals to corporates. 

GREENLINE NURsERY:

0807
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Do noT miss issue 06, reserVe your coPy ViA emAil: customerservice@africangreenelements.com.

grEENBElt MovEMENt

founded by the late professor wangari 
maathai, in 1977, this is an integrated 
conservation focused project. one of 
its focus areas is restoring degraded 
watersheds of key water catchments 
so as to improve their functions and 
improve the livelihood of the local 
communities. over 51 million trees in  
kenya have been planted by the 
project’s communities in watersheds 
in the highlands of mount kenya, the 
aberdares, and the mau complex - 
which, according to gbm, are three of  
the five major mountain ecosystems  
in kenya - as well as on private lands. 

“gbm has a partnership with the 
kenya army to help access remote 
areas for planting and tree planting on 
army lands,” added mercy karunditu, 
Senior program officer: tree planting  
& water harvesting for the green belt  
movement, during our meeting in the  
gbm offices in nairobi. planting of new 
forests can assist in the mitigation  
of climate change. the gbm, with its  
climate change programme, engages  
in advocacy and awareness activities  
on climate change aimed at strength- 
ening the understanding and capacity  
of rural communities to take action 
against climate change. karunditu 
emphasised as to why it is important  
for gbm to enable communities to take 
direct ownership of efforts geared  
towards tackling climate change effects,  
or ensuring more trees are planted.

pRofESSoR wangaRI maathaI

If you DeStroy the foreSt then the rIver 
wIll StoP flowIng, the raInS wIll become 
Irregular, the croPS wIll faIl anD you wIll 
DIe of hunger anD StarvatIon. 

“
”
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gift-a-tree global campaign affords 
anyone the opportunity to give the gift  
of planting a tree in kenya. the cost is  
only $10 (US), and anyone can donate.  

http://www.greenbeltmovement.org/ 

r e A D  m o r e :

G e T  i n V o lV e D

09   Zanele standing next to one of the planted 
trees at the karura forest in nairobi

10  kiharu kahuro womens group

09

10



In our Next Issue
Do noT miss issue 06, reserVe your coPy ViA emAil: customerservice@africangreenelements.com.

cIty focUS:

LAGos  I  niGe ri A 

fRom oUR EaSt afRIca coRRESpondEntS:

Raynique ducie reports back on this tiny  
yet exotic and much loved island: 

•					From	unsustainable	beginnings	to 
 becoming eco-conscious 

•		The	Green	People	and	Brands	to	know

•	What	is	the	story	on	Uganda	and	a	certain	fruit	in	green	energy	issues?	

•	A	closer	look	at	a	special	breed	of	bees		

•	More	fascinating	stories	from	the	rest	of	the	East	African	block

 othER gREEn mattERS

VAnessA clArk leTs us in on

Pets &

    AGe Green book  
& moRE IntEREStIng afRIcan pEoplE,  

placES, and bRandS & pRodUctS.

+

MAURItIUs
coUntRy focUS:

read more on how mauritius, despite its 
size, is dedicating itself to sustainability.

miriam mannak looks at the city of lagos,  

nigeria and the state of the green agenda in 

this vibrant and densely populated african city.

AVAilAble From  

octobER  

2016







DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?

a ‘check MeteR’
With the ‘buTlEr’ e-messenger

Your monthly electricity bill is higher 
than your monthly bond repayments

You always dispute the accuracy of 
your water and electricity bill 

Your feet hurt from the long queues at municipal 
offices that waste a lot of your valuable time

The utilities’ tariff structures are 

difficult to understand 

We have a solution

4

4

4

4

TakE cOnTrOl Of YOur munIcIpal anD EnErgY bIllS TODaY.
Place your order today! Only R2 800 including installation for a single phase meter
or R4 800 for a three-phase meter and/or R480/month e-Messenger (optional)

Email: sales@palacegroup.co.za




